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Returned This Afternoon to Return Early This Morning Chances Very Remote That
I

Leave for El Paso
Tomorrow

Any One Will Be Indicted for Lynching.

to White House From

Connecticut

ill

Will IlilBIIOS CMHIEE

ISSN

OS PRESIDENTS

El Paso Reports

MEN

NEGRO

TO

That Drouth Celebrities Thick as Huckel Football Reaches the Climax

in West Texas is

berries on a Pennsylvania Bush.

Broken

KANKAKEE HEAViST RAIN

IN TWO

YEARS

STATE

RUDE

of the Season on Many

Gridirons.

OUT NO GASElGREAT GAMES ARE SCHEDULED

Superintendent for Schoools of Creates a Scare and Excitement Orders for Demobilization of the Norther Blows at Same Time France Thrilled by Court Room Tenny, the Most Famous Race
Between Marfa and
News the Past Week and
Fourth Regiment Will Be
Taos Comes From Odessa,
Horse of American Turf
Among Porters While Ex
More.
Valentine.
Texas.
Issued.
is Dead.
ecutive Sleeps.

-

Governor Curry returned this afterCairo. 111., Nov. IS. With Arthur
Washington, D. C, Nov. 13. Presi
noon on belated Santa Fe train No. dent Taft returning here this morning Alexander, the negro, implicated in
2, from a flying trip to Albuquerque from Middletown, Conn., was at once the murder of Annie Pelley, by the
confessicn of the lynched
where he was summoned to an import- driven to the White House.
negro,
ant conference. He will leave again
James, is safely out of town and conExcitement on President's Train.
tomorrow ror Aiuuq jerque ana
Nov. IS. A "hobo" fined iu jail at Kankakee, far to the
Washington
there will go to'El Paso, Texas, to setking shelter from a ticket hunt-mee- t north, orders for the demobilization
the Senate Irrigation Committee. 5ng conductor on board tha "Federal of the Fourth regiment which has ocHe will escort the committee to Las Express" bound from Boston to Wash-Cruce- cupied Cairo since yesterday morning
Helen, Roswe.l and Carlsbad, jngtcn wandered into President Taffs are looked for at any time. There
leturning to Santa Fe the latter part l)rivate car, Mayflower, last night. was no indications last night of any
X next week.
It is his plan then to He jocked himself in the kitchen and continuance of mob ricting. It is not
Rio Arriba county.
to
and
Taos
j croateJ the
go
greatest excitement of all likely that any official notice of the
Superintendent of Taos Schools. - tl)e president's travels. He was dis- - mob will be taken until the meeting
Supenntendent ot Public mstruc- COVered bv Ed Letcher, one of the of the regular grand jury in Decemt.ion J. E. Clark announced today Presidential
porters, who almost ber, and under present conditions of
that H. B. CopelanJ of Odessa, Texas, turned white when he saw the
public opinion tne chances of obtainhas accepted the superintendency of
"Willie," crouched in a ing indictments against any member
the public schools at l'aos. Mr. Cope-lan- d corner. He made a flying tackle for of Thursday night's mob appear--ver'
has a life certificate frcm Ok- the hcbo, yelled for help, and "Jim-mie- " remote.
lahoma which entitles him to a life
Sloan of the secret service and
certificate in New Mexico. He is a another porter rushed to the rescue. LIVELY MEETING OF
young man of family and comes high- The hobo expostulating violently was
BOARD OF TRADE.
ly recommended.
off the train at. Bridgeport into
' put
Wants Attendance Statistics.
the waiting arms cf the police. In
Superintendent of Public Instruction the meantime, the President slept Union of Buisenss Interests cf City
Chief Topic of Discussion of
J. E. Clark sent cut circulars today peacefully.
Members.
asking for a repcrt witnin ten days
of school attendance statistics and ARCHBISHOP GLENNON
answers to the following questions: j
The proposed amalgamation of the
SCORES DIVORCES.
After how many half days absence in
Board of Trade and the Commercial,
succession is a pupil dropped from the Also Denounces Socialism
and the Club was the chief topic of discussion
roll? What are your best devices for
at a lively meeting ot the Hoard ot
in
Address
an
House
Apartment
improving punctuality and attendTrade in the offices of the Santa Fe
at Kansas City,
ance? How often do you hold teachWater and Light Company last eveners' meetings and'wnat is your plan
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 13. In an ing. Vice President John P. Wagner,
for those meetings?
address to 5,000 people in Convention presided. The different officers made
The Roswell Meeting.
hall here, Archbishop John J. Clennon their customary monthly reports. L.
A circular urging the attendance of
of St. Louis declared that divorce, so- - j O. Moore and E. C. Abbott were unan-- j
county school superintendens at the cialism and apartment houses were imously elected to membership. An
annual meeting of the New Mexico
was offered
the Ameri- - amendment to the
Educational Association at Roswell in the great perils that beset
and will be voted upon at the next
can
nation.
,
Su-December, has been sent out by
It strikes out the
The modern city , dweller has be-- regular meeting.
perintendent of Public Instruction J.
in the clause
cliff
word
dwellers
like
the
something
jcome
E. Clark as follows:
i:i the puebloes of the west,v said the providing for' honorary membership,
Gentlemen : No doubt, you are mak- - Rev. Glennon. "The
apartment house, thus making residents also eligible to
,
ing definite plans to meet with the
advantage, is not and can- - jj such membership, the purpose being
leachers at Roswell, December 28th to
& home
A wire ja admit. to elect, such local clorervmen as are
.50th, 1909. 1 am connaent mat we
,,.,.,,: rlf
m nnaa,h1,"
nronnsed and desire to become mem
'
shall have an excellent program for ali I...
wife and a parrot do not constitute a j bers,
who are interested in education in the;
The committee to fight the expector
family no more than an apartment
linnco nYnofit iif Oc a ImTYlA '
ation evil in the plaza and on the
of
the
opinion that the conference
Spealdns of divorces the archbishop streets reported the drafting of an orcounty superintendents will aid us
ed an(J dinance to be adopted by the city coun- dvorce
very greatly in arriving at unanimity;
dlyorce ,aw wr,Uen ,g a chal. oil, providing a fine or jail sentence for
of action on matters of great import)o Ami Mv Godthat nien cail offenders. The committee was author-- j
ance in the administration of school
ized to order tin signs to warn the
thpn He
affairs of the territory. I am anxious
divorce
"Divorce
laws
and
public, in case the city council should
courts,
.. ,,
n
nil
Qnri
vi ki .vi
t'.j ii a c evil !c.mtQ
jnoiuuiv nPi.0,
fail to provide such signs after the.
unmixed
evil,
an
he
"are
continued,
county superintendents present in the worse
that
passing of the ordinance.
the
than
angel
destroying
institute section in order that we may
of their first born, j Corresponding Secretary W. Frank
recorded
death
the
of
the
face
to
face
probdiscuss
many
lumo that nrp nrppntert in the mail' For love is the first born of every Owen was authorized to draft a ciran
announcement
that
i household
and the
cular letter which would set forth
agement of the institute. The discus- of national answer to the manv inauiries he is re
sion of the common school course of 'follows is.J the harbinger
Jntnimtmil '
,1nV.
ceiving and answering about the city.
studv in connection with the countj ucaiu "uuri1Uv.u,,
Dr. J. A. Rolls, Paul A. F. Walter
certainwill
program
superintendents
W. Frank Owen were appointed a
DISTILLING
IMMENSE
and
in
ly bring out many important points
PLANT DESTROYED, committee to draft a model constituconnection with the grading of ou
s
in which both comtion and
schools. I am personally somewrhat
mercial oreaniaztions might find a
Million
Dollar
Causes
Fire
which
the
in
form
Quarter
the
disappointedin
l hnsio
fnr agreement and amrilraiM.- common school course of study is
Damage at Carthage, Near Cintion, this being the result of a lengthy
cinnati, Ohio.
printed, but I am confident that a half
discussion following upon a report of
hours discussion of the material will
Cincinnati, O.. Nov. 13. The imon amalgamation tint
out
work
the
to
us
a
in
Union
mense plant of the
position
put
Distilling the committee
contents of the outlines and the unsat- Company, known as the Edgemont after discussion with a similar committee from the Commercial Club, it
isfactory form may be overlooked.
Springs Distillery at Carthage, was de '
Tlie was found that a basis for agreement
I note that Superintendent Stroup, stroyed by fire 'this morning,
is feasible in every partciular except
the chairman of the county superin- loss is $250,000.
on that of the civic activity of the proto
each
tendent's section, has assigned
posed organization, upon which both
county superintendent a place on the
bodies
seem to be as far apart as ever.
I
program, and trust that every county BOY BANDIT
asked to be dischargThe
committee
superintendent will attend this meeted. The report was accepted and the
to
boiled
down
ing and have his ideas
committee discharged. The spirited
a two or three minute talk on the subdiscussion that followed included a
ject assigned.
frang criticism cf county and city govEach year there is a little strife
the matter of the collection
ernment,
among the county superintendents tu
of delinquent taxes and kindred subsecure the honor of taking to the asso- Attempted, to Hold Up the
jects, and the duty of every good citiciation the larsest per centage of
zen to. be interested in good governState Bank at Endora,
teachers employed in the county.
ment and the prosecution of graft, the
Very naturally those counties located
Kansas.
only question being whether it was adnearest to Roswell will be able to envisable for a commercial organization
roll the largest number of teachers,
to undertake work that elsewhere is
but distance will be taken into con- SHOT CASHIER IN THE JAW
entirely in the hands of the lawfully
sideration, therefore counties that are
constituted judicial authorities or good
at a great distance from the place of
government leagues and vigilance commeeting have equal advantage witL Fifteen Year Old Accomplice mittees. There is no doubt, that none
those that are near.
of the members present, have given
Hails From Jacksonville,
up the hope of creating by amalgamaFlorida.
MOTHER DIES BECAUSE
tion one strong commercial body workOF SON'S DISGRACE
ing for the interests of Santa Fe.
Viviana Nuanes, mcther of Procopio
Lawrence, Kans., Nov. 13. A cun
Nuanes, who confessed to criminal as- - ous throng of people today viewed the STRONG DRINK LEADS
sault on Mrs. Majoribanks at Albu-- body of Earl Bullock, the boy bandit,
TO GALLOWS.
querque, has died of a broken heart who committed suicide yesterday af-m account of her son's disgrace. Theternoon following the bold robbery of
son was the pride of her heart and the state bank of Sudora near here, Brilliant Lawyer and Newspaperman
Dragged Down By His Thirst
she had been unaware of that making ' Bullock shot himself waen he saw lie
for Whisky..
the rounds of saloons in company with was about to be captured by the
The body was brought
Pfeiffer convicted of the! suing mob.
Salem. Ore.. Nov. 13. James A
same crime, haa dragged her boy to here this morning William McKay,
from
15
lad
old
came
the
Jacksonville,
She
of
year
a brilliant lawyer and jour- Finch,
the depths
degradation.
to Albuquerque from Winslow, Arl-- , Florida, who was Bullock's com pan-ron- uansi, was uangeu nere yesieruay iui
to see her boy and when she 'ion, is in jail here, having been rush- - the murder of Ralph Fischer, also a
learned the truth returned home to ed from Eudora to prevent a lynching. lawyer. Finch owed his downfall to
die She died Thursday morning and Fred Starr, cashier of the bank, who , indulgence in strong drink for which
e
Nuane8 was informed Just as he left was shot in the jaw by Bullock, is he was disbarred from practice.
witness stand In court at Albu- - resting easy this morning. He will cause Fischer refuse dto take part in
'
recover.
querque.
reinstating him, Finch killed Fischer.
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13. The drougth of
duration has been
and rain. The heavyears fel in western
Texas last night and today rail is falling over a wide section accompanied
by a "Norther." Snow is falling between Marfa and Valentine, Tex., and
a! I .as
uces, X. M.
Snow at Tucumcari.
13
is
El Paso, Tev.. Nov.
Snow
falling at Tucumcari, X. M., following
a heavy rain last niiht. A heavy rain
fell at Globe, Ariz.,

13. All Paris, i.s seemclamored today at the doors of
the Palace of Justice when the curtain rose on the final act of the legal
drama which has thrilled France the
last ten days, the trial for murder et
beautiful Margarita Steinheil. Guilty
or innocent, the impression is general
that the state has not made out a
d
case against her, and the public believes she will be acquitted. Among
tnose in the court room today was
Henri Rcchefort, the veteran free
lance journalist, whose attempts to
give the tragedy a political color,
have gone far to excite popular inSANTA FE SYSTEM
in the case, several well known
terest
'
HOTEL DE VARGAS.
dramatists and play wrights and a
dozen other celebrities.
Rejane, the
Official Promise to Give Assistance in
celebrated actress was f creed to be
Letter to
Making It a Success
content with standing room. M.
Dr. John P. Wagner,
made the closing argument for
the defense this afternoon.
Kl Paso. Nov.
sevi ral months
broken by snow
iest rain in two

Paris, Xov.

Chicago, Xov. 13. This is foot ball
.day. East and west, north and south,
the canvas clad warriors are struggling for glory, tin ir institution and
a number of farces mark the climax
of the season's play. Yale and Prince-- !
ten will fUht for honors, and no mat-- J
ter who wins, that game will be a
.struggle every hecotul until the ref-- !
croc's whistle blows. Hut Yale looks
invincible this season. Harvard and
Dartmouth also 'come together, Har-- ,
van undefeated, and Dartmouth with
j bin
one
sec re, and that against
to mar the season's record
j Princeton,
of victories.
Controversy as to rela- the merits of eastern and western
foct ball are given interest by games
between Chicago and Cornell at Ithaca and Michigan and Pennsylvania at
n
Philadelphia, but both Chicago and
Michigan have met defeat this season
in the middle west.
Wisconsin and
Dr. John P. Wagner,
Minnesota probably will decide the
Santa Fe, X. M..
APPLICANTS FOR
j
championship of the western conferDear Sir:
Mr. W. R. Brown,
THE ROOSEVELT MEDAL. ence. Minnesota's
brilliant
victory
passenger agent, Kl Paso,
Chicago made that eleven the
jover
Tex., has written me regarding the Fioneer
Residents of Washington, favorite but the northern team is
new resort hotel for Santa Fe, in
Parents of Eleven Children All
weakened by the absence of Captain
which you are interested and activei
Born in Same County.
McGovern, the star quarterback. In
ly promoting. I have also received a
Spokane, Wash., Xov. 13. Friends Denver the Haskell Indians played the,
number of newspaper clippings on the of Frederick Steiner, a pioneer resi- undefeated eleven of Denver Univerdent of Cle Elum, Kittitas county. sity.
subject.
That we will be glad to see success- Wash., believe he and his wife deDeath of Famous Race Horse.
ful outcome on the enterprise, goes serve a Roosevelt medal for raising a
Xew York, Xov. 13. Tenny, one
without saying. A hotel such as is con- family cf goodly proportion. They of the most famous race horses cf
templated would greatly add to the at- have eleven children, the youngest ot the American turf is dead. He died
tractiveness of Santa Fe as a health which was born a few days ago. All yesterday in Kentucky, aged 23 year?.
and pleasure resort by providing the the children were born in Kittitas II is an odd coincidence that the great
comforts and conveniences demanded county and ten of them claim Cle "Swayback" died only a few weeks
Elum as their birthplace. This is be- .after his greatest rival Salvator, and
s
by that class of travel. Santa Fe
the essentials of climate and lieved to be a record without a paral- at the same age. Salvator, the fastin the state of Washington if net est race horse in the world, defeated
scenery as well as historical interest. lel
in the Pacific northwest, and, as the Tenny
by a head in two races, and
Add to this, hih class hotel accomfather
remarks
with
ccntests
happy
their
are classics of the turf.
pride,
just
met.
modations and requirements are
state "Where is there a town of the size Songs and poems have been written
It is perhaps unnecessary-tof Cle Elum on this continent about them. AYhile possessing a marthat the Santa Fe passenger depart- and age
can beat it?" Governor Marion velous speed Tenny had a surly temthat
ment would be glad to assist in makE. Hay has been apprised cf the new- per and this sulking cost him one
ing the enterprise a success my men- est addition to the Steiner
family and stake to Salvator.
tioning same in our publications best their friends will
matter
the
Foot Ball Scores Today.
bring
suited for that purpose, and in widely
to the attention of Colonel j First half Yale 8; Princeon 0.
formally
in
information
regard Roosevelt on his return frcm Africa. i
disseminating
First, half -- Pennsylvania C; Michithereto at important points on the sys- Steiner does not much on the meda
g
gan 2.
tem as well as through our numerous
proposition, but there is no gainsayFirst half Harvord 0: Dartsmouth
agents local ed in the large eastern ing that he is the happiest man in 0.
cities. I shall watch developments this part of the United States.
First half Cornell 0; Chicago 5.
with much interest and sincerely hope
First half Navy ii; Western Rebe
that your expectations may
fully EL PASO REPORTER
serve G.
realized.
HAS ANOTHER DREAM.
Final Score.
Yours truly,
Harvard Freshmen 11; Yale FreshJ. M. COXXELL.
Denies His men 0.
Washington
Promptly
Story of a Military Aviation
Yale 17, Princeton 0.
TOWN BUILT ON
Station in Arizona.
12; Pennsylvania C.
Michigan
SCIENTIFIC PLANS.
pl Pafo, Xov. 13. A special from
Harvard 12; Darmouth 3.
Washington says that the war departLawns and Shade and Fruit Trees ment will establish an aviation station j First Half Minnesota 11; Wisconsin fi.
Everywhere and Artistic Cot- at Niggerhead Peak in Post canon,
Final Chicago 6; Cornell 6.
i
for
Workmen.
tages
Huachuca forest, in Arizona. Ten biXavy 17; Western Reserve 6.
planes, the report says, have been
Spokane, Wash., Xov. 13. Civil en-- ' ordered fcr the government tests.
LABOR LEADERS
i
gineers, landscape architects, carCaught Lying Again.
AGAINST LIQUOR.
penters, masons and concrete workWashington, Xov. 13. Secretary of
town
ers are rebuilding the
of Othello, War Dickinson said today that he nevon the main line of the Chicago, Mil er heard of the reported intention cf Big Temperance Rally to Be AddressJohn
ed
Mitchell
and
Other
By
in
waukee & Puget Sound railway
the war depiittment to establish an
Tomorrow at Toronto.
Grant county, Wash., west of Spokane, aviation experimental station in the
Ontario, Xov. 13. A temToronto,
General
upon plans approved by science and Huahuca forest reserve.
art. The R. S. King Company, which' Bell, chief of staff, characterized the perance mass meeting will be held tomorrow under the auspices of the lawill establish a mammoth plant for' report as "preposterous."
bor department cf the Presbyterian
the manufacture of slate products, has
church and to be addressed by deleacquired all the holdings in the town'
gates to the American Federation of
at a cost exceeding $1,000,000, and it is
Labor. . President Gompers is said to
purposed to make to order a city with
favor the: building of labor temples in
all the latest municipal' improvements?
each city so as to do away with the
The factory will cover about nine
of labor unions in saloons or
cost
between
acres of ground and
B GRAFT meeting
rooms adjoining saloons cr rcomst
and $0,000,000. Inexpensive
rooms adjoining saloons.
Treasurer
lands will be bought ' for employers'
John Lenncn of the Federation, John
homes and there will be lawns and
h
Mitchell and others will address the
of the Treasury
shade and fruit trees everywhere. The Secretary
Mr. Lennon is understood
meeting.
Is in Earnest
streets of macadam will be parked and
to take the attitude that the use of
there will be concrete sidewalks, city
liquor by workingmen affects the rate
About it
water works, electric lighting plant
of wages because it lowers the effiand other modern
improvements.
ciency of the men. ,
Othello is in the Big Bend wheat disRENOVATE
WILL
SERVICE
SCHOOL MATE OF
trict, it has ample transportation faideal.
is
location
the
cilities and
PRESIDENT .TAFT DEAD.
ed,
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HARRIMAN'S TOMB IS
CLOSELY WATCHED.

Report That Trust Owes
in Duties is

$30,-000,00- 0

a

Canard.
Time Clock Has Been Installed to
Make Sure That the Care Taker
Washington, Nov. 13. Secretary of
in on Guard.
the Treasury MacVeagh has come out
with a flat statement that not only
'
Arden, N. Y., Nov. 13. A time
clock has been placed at the tomb of will he prcbe to the bottom of the
E. H. Harrimah, on which the night scandal growing out of the frauds
watchman records each visit.' The committed in the New York custom
grave has been closely watched since house by the sugar trust and its
the death of the railroad
magnate agents but he proposes to renovate
and the time clock has been installed the entire service. It has developed
to make it certain that the watchman also that the Justice department is
is on tduty.
working in conjunction with the treasury department. The report that the
Blind Institute Opens With Nine sugar trust actually owes the governPuptls The territorial blind institute ment thirty millions instead of two
at Alamogordo opened this week with millions of unpaid duties and which
nine pupils. Fifteen more pupils are it paid under duress to treasury offto .enter later.- ,
icials, is declared absurd.

Washington

Correspondent

of Chicago

Tribune Joins Silent Majority at
Chicago,

Age of 53.
Ill.,; Nov .13.

Raymond

Patterson, Washington correspondent
of the Tribune, and widely known under the pen name, "Raymond," died
today. He was a school mate of President Taft and enjoyed the warm confidence of leaders iu public life. He
was 53 years of age.
GAMBLING "PROVES DOWNFALL
OF SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER.
Los Angeles, Cal., Xov. 13. Robert
Perry, a Sunday school worker confessed to Sheriff Ham ill that he stole
a motorcycle and ' seven 'horses and
buggies, to secure funds with which
to gamble in a local saloon. Thus far
Perry has been unable to obtain ball.
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THE HOSIERY.
The socks
darn for thee, dear heart.
Mean quite a pile of work to me;
I count them over,
every one apart,
Thy hosiery, thy hosiery.

.

Bobolink

..

ii
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OVER BOY
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Weeping Eczema Kept Spreading
on Little Sufferer A Score of
Treatments Prove Dismal Failures
Grateful Father Tells of

Each sock a male, two males a pair,
To clothe thy feet in storm and cold:
I count each sock unto the end. and

CURE ACHIEVED BY

I

register tickets
with all cash purchases.
Cash

Wi

I

3

No. 40

Telephone

'

CALL

SEE FOR YOURSELF

Ap

'

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Deco-

Goods.

I darn

Will Close Store at Logan Gross,
Kelly & Co., have decided to close
their store at Lcgan, Quay county.
Sunday Schools Close None of the
Sunday schools in Las Vegas and East
Las Vegas will hold sessions tomorrow on account of the prevalence of
scarlet fever.
Cattle Shipment This week
Big
1,400 head of cattle were shipped
from the Hagennan ranch at Elkins,
Chaves county, to Kansas City, as
the result of a deal involving $30,000.
Rural Delivery for Las Vegas Mesa
Through the efforts of Postmaster
F. O. Blood of Las Vegas, rural serv-- j
ice has been established from ' Las
Vegas to Casa Grande on the Las Ve- gas mesa.
of
Charged With Stealing Tools
Dead Man James Brown has been
charged at Albuquerque with taking
the tools belonging to Antonio Gon- zales who was killed by a contact
with a live wire.
Eoy and Match Set Barn on Fire
I ne barn of Xoel Vance at Cimarron,
Colfax county, was destroyed by fire
this week, a small boy throwing a
lighted match into the hay The boy
being only five years old no prosecu-tion will follow.
Killed By Freight Train Jose Mar-- '
tinez, who had just returned to Cuer-- ;
vo from Montoya, Guadalupe county,
fell under a Rock Island freight train
and was crushed to death.
He was
aged :.!0 years and is survived by his
wife and two children.
Suit for Damages Manuel
and
i eouoro uarcia nave Drought suit in
district court at Albuquerque against
Amado Chaves and A. B. McMillen
for $500 damages alleging that de-- !
fendants drove their cattle into a wat-- I
ering station where they destroyed an
artificial lake. Suits have been also
brought by a Kansas City firm against
J. M. Jacobson of Gallup on an open
account for $154.95.

Ointment and Resolvent
did my little bov. He
had an awful rash all
over his body and the
doctor said it was eczema.
It was terrible and used
to water awfully. Any
place the water went ft
would form another sore
and it would become
crusted. A score or more
Dhvsicians failed utterly
and dismally in their
efforts to remove the
trouble. Then I was told
to use the Cuticura Reme- ujua.

MANUFACTURER

JEWELER

1

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. DMULLIGAN

FUNFR AT
RED

fcK&pK85K
FRAMING

Given Careful
Personal Attention

188

CTE

TASTEFULLY

AND-

-

RED

SATISFACTORILY

A

130
DONE.

MEDLEY OF FUN AND
INTERESTING SPECIALTIES.

Entertainment Given

By the Woman's
Aid Takes Place Next Week

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty

Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

436 Canon Road

FRANK

Black 19

F- -

GORMLEY

SANTA FE, N. M.

Merchandise

aimBPMiwaiiiwwiwiirJi

WHOLESALE

G)l

Af D RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Weed

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizps,

Smithirg Coal.
awed Wood and Kindling,

Lump

i

l

Red

flHIaBf

of

"the 'C ore

.

u

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potat

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GR AIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico

DEATH OF PROMINENT
SANTA FE CITIZEN.!

"IVfiK0 CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

Former County Assessor and City Marshal Francisco Gonzales Answers

Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Las Sumons.

Courses

C0MesrceanltifTcrary
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.

K vprv

w Oman

J t

BROTHER HERMES. President

nv--
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"

'' "'T.Jw.yffCTawehtiiu.'.

in

living
d propei
ty
hout--

We guarantee a saving of
d
in fuel over any lower draft
stove of the same size, with soft coal,
lignite or slack.
2. We guarantee Cole's
Hot Blast
to use less hard coal for heating a
given space than any base burner
made with same size firepot.
3. We guarantee that the rooms
can be heated from one to two hours
each morning with the soft coal or
hard coal put in the stove the
evening before.
4. We guarantee that
the stove
will hold fire with soft coal from
Saturday evening to Monday morning
1.

4

ren-- -

to

TW-S-

4

Do

will sell you a very desirhone on payments which
rent money will make
jour
Don't wait. "Hpffin nnw
We
able

nolna

for your home.
LET U9 EXPIAIN OUR
CONTRACT FOR CHEAP

GEO. M. KINSELL
294 Sao Francisco St.wwwwwpwm.i miwMwBs

one-thir-

without attention.
5. We guarantee a uniform heat
day and night, with soft coal, hard

Rent Money
Will

j '.jejuni

OUR GUARANTfcE

of herri)gf
own.
There are hundreds of thir ds
she would like to do to n uke her
cwn home nore con fort able,
attractive and pleasant Nearly
every won an is a
saver
and she will help youmoney
to pay for a home, wonderfully
fret Into a

Send for Prospectus

Studies resumed September 1st.

Ask Tour Wife

11

Phone .
No 14

I

4

coal or lignite.
6. We guarantee every stove to
remain absolutely air tight as long
as used.
7. We guarantee the feed door to
be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is made with
the understanding that the stove be
operated according to directions, and
connected up with a good flue.

A)

wQeei
vv
HARDWARE CO. wJ'

Phone
No 14

nm.ii..

IS THE QUALITY!

unless the drugs are of the perfect quality, fresh, patent and
pure
the medicine is not going to produce the results expected, Let us fill your prescriptions
.
aim ivnw vv ij.ivji. wiin i lie rigni Kin a ana
jwu.
vitu
ov
wi
uiug- in iic an yuui prescription DUSineSS.
m

THERE' 3 SAFETY. TOO,
IN TRADING HERE

"

THE CITY.

International Stock Food

regret.

in

IN

Phone 36

SOLE AGENTS FOR

e

i

HALF CENTURY

lea
Also Good lot Chickens

great experience in this line. The
dancing and singing of the chorus is
bound to please. Many other features
are to be included in the evening's
performance, all of which are just as
interesting as can be. The price of
admission will be twenty-five- ,
fifty and
cent's. The boxes will
seventy-fivsell at five dollars. Failure to attend
the performance will mean genuine

H JIIHlJiim

A

TRYQUR Groin Ufa fa

f'ultaira Sonp (25c). Ointment fSOc), Resolvent
(50c. . rind Chocolate Coated Pills (25c), are sold
throuiihout the world. Potter Drue: & Chem. Corp.,
Bole Props., I.'i7 Columbus Ave., Boston.
Free. Cuticura Book on Skin Diseases.

MILK

Agent.

FOR

219.

HOUSE

xt--

FRESH EGGS

EVERY SUIT
GUARANTEED

THE LEADING 0RY GOODS

of falling hair, for baby rashes, itchings
and channgs, and many sanative, anti-- j
purposes which
septic
readily suggest
t Vri cil imc
rvtt n na xti rill i o fit all
the purposes of the toilet, bath and
nursery. Guaranteed absolutely pure.

SON IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

OTTO RETSCH.

PO Box

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment,
assisted, when necessary, by Cuticura
Resolvent (liquid or pills) for preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin,
for eczemas, irritations and inflammations, for cleansing the scalp of crusts,

Steam Coal.

S6.0l

CALL AND SEE THEM

Relv on Cuticura Remedies.

For Best Laundry Work

CREAM

n

Millions of the world's best people use

j

S4 .00

BULL'S EYE or BUSTER EROWN Make
They will wear and cost you no
more than other makes.

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

ut-e-

HOOVER

Lam:

BROS. COMPANY.

If you wantZa good pair of Sh:es
for the boy try a pair of

Francisco Gonzales, former assessor
of the county and for several years:
city marshal, died last night at his
residence at the corner of Canon road
and Garcia street, of cancer of the
stomach in his 57th year of age. Mr.
Gonzales was a son of Nazario Gon
zales of La Cienega and has lived in
this county all of his life time, taking
an active interest in its politics as a
Democrat. He was well liked and his
friends were many. Besides his wife,
will be introduced, each of which is three sons and two daughters survive
alone worth the price of admission. him. The funeral will take place on
There will be a specialty by Mrs. W. Monday; mass will be celebrated at
D. Hayes and a number of local chil- the Cathedral and interment will be
dren that promises to bring down the made in Rosario cemetery.
house. Another specialty will be introduced by Miss Hannish, whose
TO C 'RE A COLD IN ONE DAY
ability to sing is so well known to
the pecple of Santa Fe. This mim-- j
L XATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets
ber will be a real treat as Miss Han-- I Take
Iirupgists refund money if it fails to cure
E W. GROVE'S
nish is to be assisted by a
signature is on each
picked
25c.
chorus. The chorus is being trained box,
by Mrs. Carl Bishop who has had

Beware of Ointment for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury,
'AVESI'R
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
as mercury will surely destroy the
Near A. 'J'. .k S. F. Depot.
sense of smell and completely derange
Telephone 85
Telephone 85
the wnoio system when enterina it
through the mucous surface. Such ar
ticles should never be
except on
prescriptions from reputable physiD. M.
&
cians, as the damage thty will do is
'
ten
told to the good you can possibly
Builders and Contractors
derive from them. Hall's Catarrh
PLANS & ESTIMATES
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney &
Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
Furnished on short notice
and is taken interuaiiy, acting directCEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
ly upon the blood and mucous surface
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday of the system. In buying Hall's Catarrh
Cure be sure you get the genuine. It
Returns Thursday and Friday. is taken
internally and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. TestiAGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop monials free.
&
Sold by druggists. Trice, 75c per
P. O. BROWN,
Telephone No' UO Red
Phone No 23 bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pill8 for
MRS.
MONTFZUMA

"

FROM

The entertainment to be given by
the Woman's Aid of the First Presbyterian church for the purpose of
helping pay off the church debt will
take place on Friday, November 19th.
The entertainment will consist of the
production of the play entitled "Scenes
in a Union Depot." The entire production is replete with many comical
and laughable situations and is one
that cannot help but please. Many
enjoyable and interesting specialties

FURRIER

&

ft

PRICES

Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent,
and ueiore we had uspa nalt tne insolvent I could see a change in him. In
about two months he was entirely welL
When people see him now they ask,
'What did you get to cure your baby?'
and all we can say is, 'It was the Cuticura Remedies.' So in us Cuticura will
always have firm and warm friends.
George F. Lambert, 139 West Centre
St.. Mahanoy City, Pa., September 26
and November 4, 1007."

Friday.

TAXIDEBMIST, TANNER

j.

Incorporated 1903

KANTWEAROUT & HERCULES BRAND

my deep gratitude in appreciation of
uii! luuiueiimuie uenein
that the Cuticura Xoap,

1

S. Spitz

PICTURE

truth
darn that hole, sweetheart,
that hole!

I.. Case Russell in Puck.

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

carelessness, this thy reproof,
See how it looms across my sole,.
Kiind my teeth and then in very

-

'

WE HAVE THEM

CUTICURA REMEDIES

Oh.

1856-

SATURDAY, NOVEMSEB 13, 1909.

Your Boy Will Need a Good School Suit

find

ve skipped a hole.

I

"

'

ZOOIC'S PHARMACY
PHONE
218
NO

SATURDAY, NOVEMEER 13,

1909.
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ship subsidy in the form of payment by trier court a! 4::io o'clock yesterday
MESSAGE. the government for the carrying of afternoon, following the completion of
New Mexico Military Institute
What a Heap of Happiness it Would
the l't.iffcr case. It is alleged thatj
mail.
l.nrAla-- i
:r
Adherance to the
an
It Will Proclaim
an
made
attack
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
will
the
be
Control cf corporations
iijHjn
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Roosevelt Policies and
"Thi Weil Point of th Southwett."
main issue in the message, and the rneda m.in last spring, badly damaging
Hard to do housework with an acb-inPostal Savings Bank.
President believes that his administra- l.is fac- and other parts of his body.l
Artuv Oftcers Detailed by War Department.
'
back.
tion already has made a good start in Dis net. Attorney Klock is prosecuting
rif1.,
Armv
Inpectf,r RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
for the territory and At tor-Brings you hours of misery at leis
Washington. Nov. 1;!. The keynote the corporation tax passed at the ex- the c:;
"A."
ure or at work.
of President Taffs message to the tra session.
ney V ('. Heacock is defending l.n-Through Academic coure. prerarlep young
If women only knew the cause that coming session of Congress will be
Taft has expressed himself as in cero.
men for coil eg:? or for ti.Mncss life. Great
Backache pains come from sick this statement:
favor cf a central bank to handle the
amount of open air work, lleakhieis location
"This administiation was elected on finances cf the country, but the details OCTOBER WAS DRY
kidneys,
woe.
of
needless
any Military School In the Union. Located
we
save
to
much
Twould
a platform that
AND SUNNY.
cany of the plan have not been worked out
proposed
n the beauitf il p.cos ViIIpv the garden
Doan's Kidney Pills cure sick kid' out the policies of Theodore Roosevelt and there is no likelihood hat it will Fe, X. M Xov. 13. October. 1909, was'
and we propose to keep that promise." be a part of the message to the Decem- Fe. X M.. Xov.
neys.
spot of the Wesi at an e'evatior. of 3.TOO
19uf, was
'
feet above sea level, sunshine every day. bnt
Santa Fe people endorse this:
norma:
"Roosevelt's chief po'icy," he has ber session.
in
practically
temperature.
Miss Adela Arias, 10C Griffin street. said, "was the determination to make
lute rain or snow during esslon.
largely given to sunshine and conipara-- !
'Hiere is no tnp great cori,0rations of the country
Santa Fe, N. M., says
Eleven Officers and Instructcrs. all graduI tively
dry. The temperature of the
COMMENDS
JURY
PFEIFFER
a
considwhole
as
eastern colleges. Ten
from sitardard
praise too strong for me to g. 3 Doan's obey the law, and those corporation?
territory
ate?
averaged
TO MERCY OF COURT.
i buildings, throughly furnished, heaud. lighted
erably higher than October, lOuS, but
Kidney Pills. The splendid results included the railroads and the great
-I obtained from their use several corporations that do a large industrial
lower than the month in
wk
and modern lr all respects.
Found Guilty of a Fiendish Crime
Ii nree
ot comparativeyears ago have been lasting and for business, and that have shown a ten
ii:ni.
periods
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
Torres
Pleads
LeoroWo
Insanity
that reason, my confidence in them dency to monopolize that business and
j ly high temperatiidt
occurred, the 1st
for
Murder
Excuse
a?
G,
Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
to ::nl :1th to 10th and 2flth to 29th;
lias been increased. I suffered from suppress competition."
Lucero or. Trial
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
Treasurer;
of
the
in
my
small
ache
a dull heavy
also two periods of cool weather, the,
Taft will recommend a court of five
Assault.
for
A
Fllvan
back and I was subject to headaches members in order that when the interAlb itpieique, X. M., Xov.
After Sth to ith and 22d to 24th. while the!
For particular! and Illustrated catalogue
and dizzy spells. I always felt tired, state commerce commission shall deout for one hour and a half yes- month closed with cool weather. The 8
T,,'
address.
j
had no ambition and was in very poor cide a rate is unreasonable, a reson-abl- being
was
1st
generally the warmest day of
terday afternoon, the jury in the case the
COL. lAt. W. WILLSON,
health' when I procured Doan's Kidrate may be made at once, with of the
month, and the 9th was the cold-- !
Florencio
versus
&
Territory
Burrows
at
Pills
tujerlnte ndnl
railroads
Striplinz,
of
est.
the
ney
no appeal on the part
Killing frost extended into the'
with making an asCo.'s drug store. It did not take them except to the supreme court. He will Pfeiffer, charged
som
hern
on
counties
Sth
the
and
I!
9th,
sault upon Mrs. Majoribanks on June
long to cure me and from that day to point out that the five judges, havim? 24
although a few far southern stations,
verdict
a
the
returned
finding
last,
comrrom
I
kidney
this have been free
did not receive killing frost until the;
no other business before them, can defendant
guilty as charged in the inplaint. I willingly confirm the public not only expedite litigation, but nat dictment and recommending him to last recade of the month, the dates'
statement I gave in January, 1907, urally will become rate experts.
the nievcv nf the court. The verdict varying from the 22d to the 27th, and'
telling of my experience with Doan's
Check on Stock Watering.
was returned at 4:10 p. m. The largo a ft w of the southern stations escaped
will be also a recommenda- court room was filled with
without frost. Vegetation was so far.
Kidney Pills."
There
spectators,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 tion of a tribunal that will pass on how
advanetd that no harm resulted from
These celebrated Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Sprtngs In th
delibCo., Buffalo, many bonds and how many shares of anxious to hear the result of the
cents. Foster-Milburfrost.
located In tba midst of the Ancient world. The efficiency of these waters
The prisoner was
New York, sole agents for the United stock every interstate railroad may erations of the jury.
tested by th
been thoroughly
Two
oc-well
defined
shower
periods
miles west has
cliff Dweilings ' twenty-fiv- e
arraigned before the court when the
to In ths
cures
miraculous
States.
attested
stock.
of
the
to
issue,
watering
prevent
had decided upon curred. the 1st to Sth and the 17th to of Taos, and
Remember the name Doan's and At one time the President said: "This jury reported that it
fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, RheulMh.
The
tor
thei
resulting average
a verdict and heard the result with aptake no other.
Fe' and about twelve mlles 'r0m B&T' matism, Neuralgia, Malaria. Bright't
is important, because when you water
composure. Mr. and Mrs. Ma- territory was not large, i due to the fact' anco
parent
Station, on the Denver and Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
i.. :.. i,..
stock you only do it to deceive people, joribanks w?re also in the court room tiini n, liv,r..,.
BIDS CALLED FOR
Scrofula,
Grande
Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial Affections,
the
more
than
and get them to pay
when the jury reported, but beyond acter and parts of the territory receiv
of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Comline
daily
is worth."
or
ed
no
little
stock
As
a
precipitation.
rule,
relieved that the trying orSealed proposals will be received
of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
The
To further expedite the work of appearing
was over, did not indicate their the amounts west of the Rio Grande from temperture
deal
of
Board
County
the
90 to 122 degres.
by
The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $53
separately
the
the
in
and
law,
the
railroads
extreme
south and south
obey
the verdict. Pfef-fe- r
regarding
thoughts
Commissioners of Santa Fe county, making
carbonic.
Altitude
6,000
feet Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
President will recommend a reorganizwas escorted back to the county east, were small, while the northeast!
Santa Fe, X. M., up to 4 p m. Dec ation of the bureau of corporations, the
the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train
and
delightful
very
dry
a
and
wmntrv
ov.
of
striu
jail, where he will be confined until district,
10th, 1909, for (7) sev en fire proof
now
U
a commod- - upon request. This resort is attracThere
''ounl
l
fear
commerce commission aim tried on the other three indictments tendinsr thencp snntliwocto-oi.ih
vault doors. Also court house furni interstate
iuuc nottu iur me wuvcuicuce ui in- tive at all seasons and Is open all
the- department of justice.
nim incident to the Cauitar and Sacramento mountains r
returned
ture. Specifications and schedules
.against
valids and tourists. People suffeing winter.
Passengers for Ojo Caliente
Exempt Labor From Trust Law.
largest, amounts. A proindictment of assault, the remaining ceived thesouthwest-northweswill be furnished the prospective bid
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
and
other
from
cancer,
consumption,
an
recommend
will
The
President
trend is
three charges being robbery, attempt nounced
ders bv I. H. & W. M. Rapp Co. archi
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
to rob and impersonating an officer. apparent in the passage of the show- ' 7hese waters contain 1,626.24
tests All bids to be addressed to amendment to me uuu-- usi iaw uuu
grains same day. For further particulars
nc
i
eneeuve.
In
ers.
maKe
the northern counties scat
it
Ceo. W. Annijo, Probate Clerk, Santa he thinks win
It may be possible now however, that
to
the
salts
of
alkaline
being address:
gallon,
broad that in his Pfeiffer will
tered thunderstorms occurred from
Fe, N. M. The board reserves the present terms are so
plead guilty to the minor
CtVi
:!rl
i
as
tn
makes
orr.,;.,
it
ilm
the
not
mind it is
init
enforceable,
Sentence will be imposindictments.
right to reject any or all bids.
no distinction between a reasoname ed
I. SPARKS,
Pfeiffer by the court at the localities on the 17th and ISth.
upon
Snow occurred in small amounts at
N VI
and an unreasonable restraint of trade end of the present term. The penalty
0 i Calisnle,
fo
Chairman Board of County
a difference (hat is recognized by attached to rape, the crime for which the higher northern stations on the 7th
the common law. He will recommend Pfeiffer was convicted yesterday, is to 9th, and again on the 17th and 18th,
of
box
a
that the law bo amended to narrow from five to twenty years in the terri- reaching a maximum fall of 8 to 14
on
formu'.a
Read the pain
'
Pink Pain Tablets. Then ask your and confine it to combinations and
torial penitentiary. The other viola- inches over the peaks of the Sangre
It had practically!
if there is a better one. Pain spiracies to suppress competition and tions of the law charged against him de Cristo range.
blood pressure establish monopolies, and to leave out
means congestion
from three to five all disappeared before the close of the
penalties
carry
month.
Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain the denunciations of general restraints years each.
somewhere.
The amount of sunshine was large,
Tablets check head pains, womanly of trade. He will not recommend that
The case went to the jury at 2:40
in the south and the west
especially
closthe
pains, pain anywhere. Try one, and labor unions be specifically exempted
yesterday afternoon, following
see! 20 for 25c. Sold by Stripling-- ' from the operation of the law, but the ing arguments of District Attorney counties. Winds were light, as a rule,
effect of the amendments, he admits Klock for the
and no severe storms occurred.
Burrows Co.
territory and Attorney
will be to put labor outside the law.
Temperature.
John A. White for the defendant, both
TO
The mean temperature for the ter-The seals and record book? for no- Under the present statute it has been of which occupied an hour and a half
court
boythat
New
the
the
decided
sale
supreme
for
determined
from
by
ritory,
by
the record.',
taries public
each.
of 67 stations, having a mean altitude j
Mexican Printing Company at very cotts are a violation of the Sherman
for which Pfeiffer was of 5.000
The
assault
feet, was 54.1 degrees, or 0.4
reasonable rates. Seals for incorpor- act.
was one of the
convicted
above
the noraml, and 2.3 dedegrees
ated companies are also handled. Call Postal Savings Banks Will Be Urged. most brutalyesterday
in the history of crime in
grees above the mean of October, Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
President Taft will recommend con- Bernalillo
.at or address the New Mexican Printto
the
county. According
conser190S. The highest local
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
monthly mean
ing Company, Santa Fe. New Mexico. tinuance and extension of the
introduced in behalf of the was C5.1
at Gage, and the highvation of national resources and recla- testimony
degrees
toMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
cures mation of arid lands. He will say that territory during the trial, Pfeiffer,
est recorded was 93 degrees at CarlsFoley's Honey and Tar
with Procopio Nuanes, inter- - bad on
gether
the
retention
include
also
the
these
ICth; the lowest local Payable Throughout
quickly, strengthens
United States. Canada. Mexico
subjects
coughs
Tffi
nnntrt
nti1
fra lrQinriliQTit.-- o ae
40a Hopewell,
n.th
lungs and expels colds. Get the gen- 0f control over the water power sites
n;ean
from
into
the
were
walking
city
and all Foreign Countries.
uine in a yellow package. Sold by all by the government, so that it may reg- they
Fe
'11 at El.zabethtown Wamim,s
the night
the lower
on
ulate rates charged for the power fur nf t,
druggists.
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9th.
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officer. Lsrees
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local range in tempera
greatest
nished, and retention of control of Pfeiffer commanded
to ture
Majoribanks
for the month was 76 degrees at
oil and phosphate lands that the
climb into a box car, explaining that
THE CHIEF SUPPORT coal,
of
use
and the least 48 deElizabethtown,
government may prevent the
he would keen him there until he took
those lands by monopolies.
grees at Hayden; the greatest daily-ranglock-'
was
to
wife
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jail. Majoribanks
was 68 degrees at Manulito on
Waterways Extension.
ed in the car and Mrs. Majoribanks the 28th.
The means for the distdicts
On the subject of waterways the
was dragged away to the sandhills by
message will recommend continuance Pfeiffer and Xuanes, over ditches and were as follows: Xo. 7 (northwest)
53.9 degrees; Xo. 8 IRio Grande and
and extension or harbor work, such as
fields until they reached an
Pecos) 53.6 degrees; Xo. 9 (western)
the San Pedro harbor, on the Califor- through
abandoned powder house in the sand- 55.9
nia coast, but his recommendation for
degrees.
took
hills, where the fiendish assault
work on the inland waterways will be
Precipitation.
the
daywas
Pfeiffer
captured
The average precipitation
most conservative. The President saw place.
for the
at
that
after the assault, but denied
a lot on his trip down the Mississippi time and denied under oath during the territory, as determined from the recriver, but his conclusions did not en present trial, that he had any connec ords of 129 stations, was 0.81 inch, or
courage the inland waterways boom tion whatever with the crime. Nuanes 0.30 inch below the normal, and 0.38
inch above the
in Octoers, who went to great expense to was
capteured three days after Pfeif-fer'- s ber, 1908. The precipitation
show the river to him.
greatest amount was
He was put through the 3.09
arrest.
inches at Campana, while no preThe President will not make any "third
degree," with the result that
In
for monetary legislain
of
recommendation
occurred at Albuquerque,
cipitation
of oar extensive business
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he
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Connext
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to
that
Blackrock,
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leaving
tion,
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the quality of the L imber
Pfeiffer. and Pratt, and but a trace at nine
own guilt and implicating
soil, atid the reasonable prices gress.
for
other points. The greatest amount
A
commission
government
Nuanes was arraigned in court Wedwe a'-- for it. We have built up
was recorded in any 24 consecuthat
be recommended.
will
RIGHT.
Alaska
to
four
the
oar trade on honest lines, to The President will recommend a nesday and pleaded guilty
tive hours was 2.01 inches at Campana
indictments returned against him by on the 18th.
which we are still adhericg, and
The average, snowfall,
the grand jury, charging complicity
foot of
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"oiui- "
Don Caspar Avenue
in the crime. Xuanes also was one of e
Lrimbe wa sell to be just as
0.8 inch. Precipita-Effortwas
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chief witnesses for the prosecution.
the
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piece
on an average of 3 days;
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to prove an alibi for Pfeiffer t'on occurred
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da-vis thorough
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from all itnpjrfections
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were
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given by
direction of the wind was from the
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Insanity Plea for Torres.
west, although nearly as many staThat Leopoldo Torres was insane on tions
OUR MOTTO; To hatfe the Best of Everything in Our Line
,
reported the southwest direction.
April 5, 1908, when he killed Tom
The
sev
the
of
average precipitation
a colored man, with a stove
door in the city jail, and that he is eral districts was as follows: Xo. 7
1.52 inches;
Xo. 8 (Rio
9
still insane and should be sent to the (northeast)
Grande
0.63 inch; No. 9
and
Pecos)
asylum will be the plea entered in the
0.20 inch.
case1 of the Territory versus Leopoldo (western)
E. LIXXEY,
CHARLES
Torres, when that case'is called for
OF
Section
Director.
and
Torres
next
week.'
trial early
Benefleld occupied the same cell in the
Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Is created
Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feaiher and Linen Drawn Work.
city jail at the time of the killing. Tor- from pure
parched grains, malt, nuts,
res attacked the negro with an iron etc.
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gsms.
no real coffee in it. Fine in
door which he had picked up from the
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
flavor
in
is
"made
Xo
minute."
a
stove in the jail and. fractured Bene-field'- s
SANTA FE, N. M.
527 San Francisoo St.
20 or 30 minutes
tedious balling.
durThe
affair
occurred
skull.
school whose aim is to prepare young men and women ing the
Sample free. Frank Andrews.
night and there were no witnesses. Benefleld was dead when the
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete
PRESIDENT TAFT
jailor went to the jail with breakfast
GIVEN DEGREE OF LL. D.
in
Mechanical
in
offered
are
for the prisoners the next morning.
Agriculture,
College courses
Middletown,
Conn., Xov. 13. PresiManuel TJ. Vigil has been appointed as
dent
Taft
attende- - Tlie installatoday
vil and Electrical Engineering and ic Household Ecoattorney for Torres and will advance tion of Dr. William Arnold Shanklin
the insanity plea. Attorney Vigil yes- as
nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculpresident of Wesleyan
terday afternoon filed a poverty plea He was one of the speakers,University.
ihe defor Torres In the distritc court, statof the finest
gree of doctor of laws was conferred
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
IS
ing that the defendant is unable to on President Taft, Vice President
are
many opportunities
course. Expenses are low and there
bear the expenses incident to the ex- Sherman and Senator Elihu Root.
amination for his sanity. It Is likely
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
ALL OP THE VERY
for self support.
that Torres will . be examined . next
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS
Foley's Kidney Remedy siH cure
Monday, when his case Is taken up any case of kidney or bladder trouble
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
by the court.
that Is not beyond the reach of mediINSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED
Assault Case on Trial,
cine. Cures backache and irregulariThe case of the Territory versus ties that If neglected might result In
Espiridon Lucero, charging assault Bright's Disease or diabetes. Sold by
Agricultural College, N. Mex
and battery was taken up In the dis- - all druggists.
IF WOMEN

ONLY

PRESIDENT TAFT S
FORTHCOMING

KNEW
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0J0 CALIEJiTE HOT SPRINGS.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proorietor.

Tai.

mty

Wells Fargo k Company
Express

con-doct-

(

j

j

General Express Forwarders

I

i

All

Parts of the World.
th;

-

TELEGRAPH.

im,laMn,

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

e

t

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surrics, Saddle Horses

Call up

ar,

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers
Furnished
Livery

sig-.te-

RATES

k

eery
Eery

y""

-

fre

Charles W. Dudrow

CHAS. CLOSSON

s

,

Ben-efield-

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

F. SPIEGEL8EH
Indian and fVlexican
Wares and Curios.

i

ONLY

T

Embroideries

W. E.

Garrison,

Fs SALE

""I

i White Good

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO.
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"Get
Board
Club.
have

t.

TUT--

R.

2

movement
in the
of Trade and the Commercial
Mutual discussions, however
determined definitely that both
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
organizations occupy the same ground
in everything but one particular. It is
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mall
$3.75 on this cue point that no agree25 , .
Daily per week by carrier
2 00 ment could be reached, and that probeekly' per year
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
more on account of past history
1.00 ably,
65 Weekly, sis months
Daily, per month, by mail
and prejudices, than actual difference
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Rally, per year, by mail
75 of
opinion. The members of the Commercial Club feel that they can not reOFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA FE COUNTY.
treat from the advanced ground they
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to have thus far taken in fighting
"graft." The conservative memvery postcffl;3 in the Territory, and has a large anj growing circulation
bers of the Board of Trade believe that
arm.ne the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
the business and property interests ot
Santa Fe can not be united in any organization that makes warfare upon
specific officials and apparently usurps
the functions of the judicial machinery
j some
FRANKNESS IN POLITICS.
important recommendations to' provided by law.
j
Tet, this apparent difference of
Frankness is not a virtue in politics make on this subject,
in the two bodies is only- sur- opinion
that is practiced very much, although; ..He wiu take the
d in w re.
laee deep. There is nothing in' the
n ,s very
an ecu,.. Hut here
,)0rt (hiU u lg fo). Con,,ess tQ decide consilUlTlon and
of the Board
comes the Hon.
i ham
Mitrlwll
upon the proper methods of conserv of Trade to
prevent its members upon
Lewis, a millionaire and managei of ing these resources. He will
emphasize majority vote taking up
Senator T.aFollette, and announces the statement that withdrawals
just such
of pub- causes
as the Commercial Club; its
himself as a candidate for governor lic lands made
during the eight members individually are no doubt
and tells frankly why he is a candi- months
of ibis administration were
as much opposed to public and
date. He says that he is not being
ordered simply as a temporary meas- just
private
graft as the members of the
urged by his friends to run, there is ure to
prevent monopoly until Con- Commercial Club, but thus far the mano Macedonian cry front the voters
could have time to act. He will
for his candidacy and no 'party is gress
jority have simply deemed it inex
give a detailed list of power sites that pedient to assume the functions of a
yearning incessantly for his leader- have been withdrawn by bis order,
good government club. On the other
ship. He is acting on bis own notion making a. total much
greater, he will
hand, there is nothing in the constitu- and motion and this is the way he ex,
il
1...
j..
until muse wmiuiawii
y ms tioll and
of the Commercial
presses it:
predecessor in the last days of the Club that would compel the majority
"I am a candidate for governor of Roosevelt administration. He will call
of its members to commit the club in
Wisconsin for two distinct reasons:
attention to the desirability of preventI
because
believe
that the ing the monopolization of these sites any attack upon any individual or of"Hrst,
state needed a straight from the should- and will pass up to Congress further ficeholder. It is therefore mere tendencies in each of the two organizaer business administration, and a gov- responsibility in the matter.
tions thai must be considered and
ernor who is not afraid of anything
"A national nolicv of rienlinir with tnese tendencies are ot such
lntangi- or anybody, who believes in an absothe coal deposits of the west so as to hie shape that either body may change
lutely square, deal and who has the tuiuw uie
ot several then) bv maioritv vnte nl anv nipptconsolidation
nerve to see that the people get it.
claims and permit the development of ing. When that is once understood
"Second, because of the honor that coal land by corporations excluded
then it is only the pride of the
accrues to the man who is chief exe- under the present laws will be another j clearly,
Commercial Club in the work which
cutive of such a prosperous, promis- recommendation
by Ballinger, it is un-i- t
has done and which pride has been
ing commonwealth.
derstood.
Conservation by law, and strengthened because of the counter-no- t
executive action, will be the key-- j attacks upon the organization, and the
"Furthermore, I am a candidate for
governor purely on my own volition. note of Secretary Ballinger'
renort. ' tmri
No delegations of American friends which will deal exhaustively with the! stand in the
way of amalgamation. Di- have called upon me and urgently legal principles underlying his action ' vision for those reasons,
however, is
solicited me to permit my name to go since he has been the guardian of the too trivial, to.o childish, to
keep the
before the people, nor have I been public lands, and in a sense will be a business, official and
interproperty
picked oat, or chosen, or even sug- defense of his attitude, which has ests from getting together for the
gested, by any person or combinations aroused so much criticism from the growth and welfare of Santa Fe.
of persons who care more for their Roosevelt followers.
interests than they do for the state
It is the commonplace things that,
"Ballinger will arue that the exthey live in.
ecutive branch of the government has are essential to happiness says a re"My candidacy is in no ssns-- a c;,se no right to withhold land from settle- cent writer, and he illustrates this
of the office seeking the man, but ment in the absence of specific author- point by saying that if the sun would
the deliberate seeking of the office by ization from Congress."
rise only once each year, or once each
the man who does so because of bis
fen years, what a great event it. would
inherent right as an American citizen
be; how the roof toils and mountain
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING.
and because he sincerely believes he
peaks would be thronged with an
The Federation of Labor in session
is qualified by long years of business
eager multitude watching breathlessat
Toronto, Canada, is taking a strong ly for the orb ot day to appear. He
to
fill
office
as
the
the
experience
stand in favor of industrial or manual demonstrates that the dandelion is Hi
people want it filled."
To this the Arizona Republican adds training of pupils at public expense. It far more beautiful and perfect flower
the following, and what it says of con- is the only logical position for the than the rose and' the lily, more wonditions in Arizona, is of course, true iu labor unions to take for they are re- derful than the palm and the oak.
sponsible for the destruction of the Every one is' rich therefore, because
New Mexico and elsewhere:
system. But it is also a log- ho possesses the great though comapprentice
' "Being a millionaire :n the superla- ical
for the employer of
standpoint
monplace things of life, while those
tive degree, and having gained
labor, in fact, for every tax payer.
which men have learned to call
things
practical experience in poli- Public education must adapt itself to
wealth because they are scarcer, are
tics as the financial backer of Sena- - Hie Industrial niafxla nf ......
vt Vio unimuillLJ. absolutely unessential and less beautitor LaFollette, it is to be expected'
or less a failure ful than those
otherwise, , it is more
things which the poor
. ..
uiai iir. .uewis proclamation of ins
..u... now mucn, or .now perfectly
mauer
est may possess and enjoy. It is not a
ambitions ml have the careful con- Latin and GrePk
Muslc and Drawln
new philosophy but a very satisfying
"deration of the Wisconsin people. Algel)ra and
ave i
h
Peychol
one. making for the serenity that goes
I hat, however, is a matter between
The aim of eaucation after a ig no, with true
happiness.
him and them. The thing that is
altogether cultllre but lo enable men
worthy of note by the general public and women t0 1)e useful membera of
Tucumcari by a decisive vote has
is that there ,s at least one politician the
coranjlmity, to enab!e them to decided to bond itself for $78,000 to
in this country who is honest enough make the best kind
of a living. In install a modern, sewerage
to say that he wants the office. It is
system.
Santa Fe superintendent J. A. Wood
Practically every progressive town dissee such a departure has
ever since he came h
counts the future in making improvefrom the beaten path. We of Arizona, from urged,
Lag Vcgas
,nBtal,a.
tie
ments that are essential to growth and
like our fellow citizens evervwheroU:
"
m , rrn Tiinw ....
i:ijm in
hit , , rt health. If done at the start, an imelse, are only too familiar with the room and financial
limitations, have
nackneyed form or the avera :e ca"- - thus far prevented the board of educa- - provement like a sewer system, costs
the tax payer much less than it will
didate's announcement. Be
Hon from adopting his suggestions, al later when a
city is built up and covseeker of the office of dele ;ate to
though to an outsider it seems that at ers a much larger area. Tucumcari is
or
of
,
the lowlv office of iiuies cuuuatiuuai
Congress,
.i
irius were lniroauc- constable, it is all the same-- he
tries ed that are ess needfu or useful than only a few years old and is about one
half the size of Santa Fe, but already
to make it annear that an nsiteni
iiictnuai t irainmg, and tne suspicion has its assessment roll shows a
greater toelectorate would give him no peace been voiced
in public repeatedly that tal
than
of
Fe
that
Santa
and
there is
he
consented to become' a can- such frills were
upntil
adopted to make place every indication that in a few years
didate.
Of course, this time-wormerely for this or that particular per- more, Tucumcari, will be a much largprocess fools nobody. It is only about son. However, that
may be, the day er city than Santa Fe. In fact, the
once in a month of blue moons that should not
be far distant when manual census
Tucumcari is
may show
a man has to be dragged forth from
will be an accomplished fact one of the towns tthat
has
that
his retirement and forced to run for training
outgrown
in this community. The long promised
Santa Fe because Santa Fe refused to
office.
And if the average candidate but not
yet built Fourth Ward school expand its city limits when it had the
v.'ere to wait for a call from the peobuilding might be devoted to manual opportunity.
ple his peace and quietude would
training altogether, and thus room be
lifvxr be disturbed.
provided for a branch of public school
It is deplorable that the income of
"Men get offices, like they get the work that is the leading feature of
the public schools of Santa Fe thus
ether desirable things of life by hus- modern, practical educational meth- far this
year has been less than it has
tling for them. As a reward for his ods.
been for several years. For the month
candor and as a lesson to all liars,
just past, the board for the first time
Mr. Lewis ousht to be elected govA DAYLIGHT TRAIN.
in several terms was unable to meet
ernor of Wisconsin."
The southern Rio Grande Valley fully its obligations to pay the teachwill tomorrow see the fulfillment of ers and interest charges; There is no
SECRETARY
ANBALLINGER'S
its wish of many years standing, the real excuse for such condition. If the
NUAL REPORT.
running of a daylight train both ways $i0,000 in taxes that are delinquent
The first annual report of Secretary by the Santa Fe from
Albuquerque to annually were collected as they should
of the Interior Ballinger is of more El Paso. It is a curious fact that be, the schools would not need to sufthan ordinary interest to the west and while along that line are located the fer and could keep pace with the
especially to New Mexico vyhere Sec- most fertile portions of New Mexico growth of the town. Again the New
retary Ballinger made a much more and some of its best towns, yet, very Mexican reiterates the trite saying
agreeable impression than had been few people have ever seen that sec- that the man who does not pay the
anticipated before his recent visit. tion for thus far trains passed through taxes justly due on his property is as
it only at night. However, the Santa much a grafter as the man who would
Says a Washington dispatch:
"Although Secretary of the Interior Fe will tomorrow
begin a double steal a corresponding amount out. of
Ballinger is still working on his forth train service, the additional train to the public treasury.
coming report to Congress, which will traverse the valley in daylight and
Las Vegas is in earnest In enforcing
be the first that he has made since he the New Mexican believes that in conentered the cabinet, it is possible to sequence there will be increased quarantine regulations.
Alesandro
outline some of the more important knowledge of the beauty and resource- Montoya and Francisco Gonzales were
features of that portion of the report fulness of the lower Rio Grande val- arrested for entering the quarantined
dealing with the disposition of water-powe- ley, more immigration, greater pros-- , house of Manuel Romero where a
sites and coal lands. These are perity and in consequence larger re- child lies ill with scarlet fever T,a.
the questions around which has raged turns to the railroad company. Of tice cf the Peace Trinidad Sena sentlate years, the Santa Fe system is enced the first named to ten days in
the Pinchot-Ballinge- r
controversy that
has so disturbed President Taft's of- doing gcod work In bringing the Ter- jail for the offense. This gives the
ritory and its resourcae to the front lie to the accusation often heard that
ficial family.
and the installation ot a daylight serv- the native-borpeople will not be com"From present indications, the pol- ice at the
request of the region direct- pelled to observe quarantine on acof
of
conservation
the country's1 ly affected Is but one instance whore count of
icy
political reasons. It is wonnatural resonrcpa will ho r.na,u the company has
accommodated itself derful what town authorities may and
big problems before Congress at the to public sentiment and the needs of will do when aroused as to thp
llpf en.
kuuiius i casiuu, aim caiiinger naa a particular locality
sities of quarantine and sanitation.'
A. F.
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GET TOGETHER.
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President.

PALEX,

KUSHES,

Department of Territorial Engineer.
First publication Oct. 30, 1909.
Last publication Nov. 11, 1S09.
Santa Fe, X. M., Oct 1st. l3oi). '
Notice is hereby given that on the

nrst Ms!ill
FE.

2nd day of Sept., 1909, in accordance
with Section 20, Irrigation Law of
1907, Ernest H. Fisher of Cimarron,
county cf Colfax, Territory of New
Mexico, made application to the Territorial Engineer of New Mexico for
a permit to appropriate from the
public waters of the Territory of

rag $1

OF SANTA

Tho Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

New-Mexic-

Such appropriation is to be made
from Pecos river and Mora creek at
points on Pecos S. 2 S. W.
Sec.
13 T., IS N., R. 12 E.; on Mora X.
of X. Y.
Sec. 22, T. IS X., R. 12 E.
by means cf diversion, and 130 cubic
ft. per sec. is to be conveyed to X.
13 deg. 20 niin. W, 1975 ft. from cor.
to Sees. 32 and 33, T. 17 X., R. 12 E.,
and Sees. 4 and 5, T. 16 X., R. 12 E. by
means of pipeline and there used for
power.
All persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application must
file their objections, substantiated
by
affidavits (properly backed), with the
territorial engineer 0n or. before four
weeks from date of last publication
hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.

Capital Stock,
$150,000
urplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

2

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
Stock1? in all
inr
ita wh.. bva.
ttnri
- - '
cf'?
at
Y
WIO
w.J , Ml
domestic and forjign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money t& all parts of the Civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any mo.iey transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
pir cent per annum, on six months' or years' lime. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line.
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatmsnt in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage at the
' "r
v ,
pabl'.c is re.specfully solicited.
R-n,-

"j

p
2

2

ot-e-

by-la-

5
5

A clergyman writes:
"Preventics,
those little Candy Cold .Cure Tablets
are working wonders in my parish."
Preventics surely will check a cold,'
or the Grippe, in a very few hours.
And Preventics are so safe and harmless. Xo Quinine, nothing harsh nor
Fine for feverish, restless
sickening.
children. Box of 48 at 25c. Sold by

.
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HOTEL

PALACE

One of the Best

Hotel

in the
L,rge Sample

Cuisine and
Table Service

It is an admitted iacv mat real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results aie
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

West

TIME TABLE OF

Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

LOCAL TRAINS

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.

i
ie--

AMERICAN AND

'

Co.

s

Stripling-Burrow-

AUGHN pROP,

WILLIAM

-

NOTICE.

P

n. VAjuhri, Cashier.
B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

J.

nt

13, 1S09.

Train leaves for the north at 10:13

a. m.

Train arrives from the north at

4

p. m.

New Mexico Central.
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.'
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.

HOTEL
E. LACOME.

Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Santa Fe 8:25 to connect
with Xos. 10 and 2 from the south and
west, and Xo. 3 from the east at Lai"
Junction.
Arrives at Santa Fe 11:10 a. m.
Leaves Santa Fe' afr 4:20 to connect
with No. 1 from east. Arrives 6:50 p. m
Leaves Santa Fe 7:20 to connect
with 7 aud-.-a f rom ihe east and 4 and
a from the west.
Arrives 11:10 p. ra.
.

Proprietor
Commodious Sample Kacrn
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

first class cafe
in connection;

a Good One,

ME SCO,

l. 5.

THE LEADING

-

Fi?K&S THE BUTTON WE EO THE REST.

GROCERS.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
--

CORONADO

THE

rLret Class Esstamaat in.

ATxESL50c and UP
OPEN Day & Nipbt

j

G- -

Cc-ectlcs-

M
HOTEL

i

...

...

LUPE HERRERA Prop,
Santa Fe New Mexico- -

CORRICK CARRIAGE

!

r

n

In

'

RAISINS,

CURRANTS
CITRON
PRUNES
PFA RS

CO.

Evaporated

n

peaches

AeRICOrs

H us Lin

Huck

ftw

Fruit

Ml 1909 Crop

i

..

,

Iriei

LEMON

120 San Francisco St.

ft ORANGE PEEL

AIsd pew, 1909 Crtp
English Walnuts

Call up 132 Black for Carriages.

&

Almonds
We Now Have

E fery Thing
Nasassary For Fruit Cake

HEBE 15 II VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

I.

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE

fra CHRISTMAS1

Don't
to

Excellent

--

Cj.11

I aspect

j

Assortments of

Burned leather Goods f
Burned Wooden Placques
III Kinds of i rawn Work
leat&er Pillows Tops
-

'h

L

Many

J. S. CANDELARIO
301-30-

3

San Francisco St

HOTEL ACACIA
6th St.

780

W

other
articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

KIKE S CO.

Tff.(2f.

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
j

S.

1

M

fJ

6
S

8

8,W. Cor. 6th. & hone S
Xdaa Raa.g-le

tel EURO W, A M PLAN
100 rooms, 25
private
baths.
All outRirio
rooms, best ventilated
bituse in thp city; two
s '.bl0l'k ,roJn Post
ffw
for comfort
t,irV unexcelled
'
yJt " e n c
;i nd col' ?tenIn
.,.!
cleanliness la
motto: hot and cold
water
jiiiiiiuiK
and
steam

itrAZm PP

1

1

flfflt
RATES 75c day special terms oymrnTTh
VUUmgton bt.Oar direct to door
M. I. BAKliY,
Prop

.
'
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BOY
THE 15 YEAR OLD
business
man,
tea years, be a
in
him
to
train
it is your duty
of
business methods, o give him tha benefit
your
business experience.
See that he has a bank account while he is grow
ir up. There is no other one thing thai will give
hin a ir.O'e proper insight and conception of
business than havirg his own back account.
ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
of today, will, in
If you have a son

--

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST

L

$50,000

Capital

antaFe

G.

FLICK, President.

FRANKLIN

J.

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN.

CO

'

lO

'

Special

HARDWARE

UNDERTAKIBS

If

Which are You Paying For?
The Big Load or the Little Load.

ni

i

W1LS0N RANGES

z

INLAID LINOLEUMS
PAINTERS' SUPPLIES

dIIJ

i

WILSON HE.ATE.R:

B. LAMY

9 MWWBiMWWIIBWlMimBili!!

-

j

A. L. Cohen of Oklahoma City, was
If you have an ordinary heater you are
among today's arrivals coming on a
buying the big load of soft coal
sightseeing trip. He is quartered at
where
the small load would be sufficient fuel to produce the same
the Palace.
amount of heat in the
Mrs. John Y. Becker, Jr., of Helen,
will arrive in Santa Fe the forepart
of next week coining as the guest of
Miss Stella Sloan.
The celebrated Hot Blast Down-Dra- ft
in the Wilson
Judge John R. McFie and District
perfect
combustion and the burnable fumes which escape in produces
Clerk Frank V. Shearon expect to be
other heaters are
home from court at Aztec, the latter
consumed m the Wilson,' so that every shovelful of coal in
part of next week.
the Wilson Heater will produce 40 per cent more heat than
M. O'Xeill the mining
man from
the
same amount of coal in other healers.
Cerrillos was an arrival at noon to-- 1
4
cn
No one likes to waste money why throw awav 40 per
day coming
legal business. He is
a guest at the Claire.
j
cent on every dollar you spend for fuel.
J. B. Manby, a sheepman from Trini-- ;
dad, is in town a guest at the Claire,
Sana Fe Hardware
He is on his way to Taos to visit his
&l4
brother, A. R. Manby.
'
fly
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
has returned from Albuquerque where
he had a conference on official husi-- '
ness with Hon. E. A. Miera.
favors cf violet boxes with a bunch SJ3X Buaaamuamaxsxramrfm
Register M. R. Otero of the land of violets on each box were 51 von
office will leave tonight for Albuquer
to the guests.
Mrs. Sjiiess received
THE BUR SON Hose at
que to visit his wife who is reported as
gu st's prize
oca an.nil cut glass
ill. He will return Sunday night.
salt and pepper set. The first, prize,
the price we tffer thetn
Y. B. Prince arrived in town last
aj
dainty cut glass vase was won by
night coming on horseback from the Mrs.
M. R. Mendleson.
cannot ba duplicated
The table!
Sunshine ranch. He brought in a live
was
decorated
an
with
beautifullly
coyote tied on behind the saddle.for value in this or any
Rev. Charles C. Weith arrived last' abundance of violet asters, tastefully
arranged, and a most delicious lunch-city,
night from Ardmore, Okla., cominsf to eon
was served. Those present, besides!
'
local
the
at
First Pres the
preach Sunday
guest of honor, were: Mrs. E. J.
byterian church. He is a guest at the
Dcdnian, Mrs. M. R. Mendleson, Mrs.
;
Claire.
A. C. Price, Mrs. J. J. Shuler, Mrs
V. E. Colladay and E. E.
Meier, A. L.
Hobbs and Mrs. .1. Van Houten."
civil engineers from Chicago, arrived
Raton Range
We have
pushing;;this" popular advertised
today at noon, coming on work coni
nected with the Arroyo Hondo project.
vo
brand
for
t
years and our confidence is such
Engraved cards de visit and wed
I,
Thev are stonninsr at the Pnlaee
ding invitations a specialty at the
Aiimw wv;
v,sf r,t
that. we can conscientiously recommend thtm."
Any
counts of the Albuquerque forest bu- New Mexican Printing office.
one sanding in need of such will do
reau, arrived last night from a trip XVt(
if nnll of
rWnn nrA e n m i i u
,v
to Antonito, Colo., where he 'installed ' '
T ,
We Set
'
a new system of bookkeeping. He is
L-

FREDERICK MULLER

The Place

j

district.

:

R. H. HAN HA

FUBN1TURE

E. S. Marker forest ranger, has re- turned from a triji over the Pecos for-- j
est on official business.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott is
exiecti j home from Aztec on next

j

N. B. LAUGH LIN

W. S. DAVIS, Cashiei.

j

!

K-'-

'

W. S. DAVIS.

j

husband.

evening.
Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent j
returr.f l this evening from El Rito,
Rio Arriba county.
Mr. and Mrs. J. I). Forward of
Roehester, X. Y., are among the sightseers registered at the Claire.
Edward Morrell of Philadelphia,
was anions; last night's arrivals at the
Palace, coming to see the sights.
Hugh Calkins, assistant supervisor
of the Pecos forest, returned last night
from a trip of inspection through his

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

OFFICERS

j

Wednesday

DIRECTORS
-

ennui inn dcdchuii

Mrs. Frank W. Clancv arrived this
noon f nun Albuquerque to join her

1

PAGC FIVE.

'

'

TI

1

CHAIRS OF ALL KINDS

j

TSTeelcs

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.

S

j

1

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Colorada

aiBi,t

BER6ERE, Manager for New Mexico.

AV

tanta Fe,

Life

& Fire

Surety

--

Hose

25c, 35c. and 50c.

the Price

i

007

j

W. N. jTOWNSEND & iCO.

-

Loans

Me

.

..
registered at the Palace.
The Enavant Club will hold the reg- - firm nnTTTT TrrrTfl T)V
V
ular
meeting at the rooms UQlLlUllf 11 II I1U nhb uLUJiIjI
iNO. io vvasnmgron
avenue, .uonaay
Motherg who vaue their own comafternoon at 3 o'clock. The second fort and the welfare of tneir children,
week's program of the Bay View houId never be without a box of Moth.
Course, will be reviewed, with Miss er Gray.s gweet Powder9 for children,
Sloan, leader, followed by Current for use througaout the seasonThey
Events and a business session.
Break up Coldg Cure Feverishness,
The Methodist parsonage was the Constipation
Disorders,
scene of a very merry gathering last Headache and Teething
Trouble.
Stomach
and
when
Mrs.
Rev.
Monday evening
THESE POWDERS NEVER FAIL.
Lucas
entertained the
Epworth Sod by al, Dru? SQTes 25c Don.t ac.
League and all the ycung people of pnt ariv snhstitllt- -j
"A tr!i nrb the church. After a short business will be sent
FREE to any mother who
session of the league, a unique pro- will address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy,
gram was carried out, creating much
merriment. Dainty refreshments were
served.
The guests loth to depart,
were pleased that this was the first
of a series of such entertainments.
ELKS THEftTER
twenty-nintOctober
On
the
afterFifteen Club spent a pleasant
noon with Mrs. Jaffa. The principal
number on the program was "An Estimate of F. Morian Crawfcrd" read
by Mrs. Weltmer. This was followed
November
16th.
Tuesday
by a continuation of the readings from
Locke's novel "Septimus" by Mrs.
Boyle, and Current Events. On November the 12th the club niet with
H H. FRAZiE, Inc.

Catron Block

N. M.

Ladies

ben

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A

Ladies

Bonds

,THE RACKETSTORE.

-

INSURANCE

REAL
ESTATE
Ranch Property)
(Oitj
&

100 Acres ?n the Pecos Valley, two Miles From
: :
Roswell
;
2000 Acres in the Rio Grande Valley.
FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL ON OR ADDRESS

The most complete line rf
fancy Goods and notions to
ba foand- in the territory
-

Oar business has doubled
In less than t to years.
There must be a cause.

h

O

C- -

WATSON & COMPANY
Catron. Elcclr

Santa Xe,

IS", 2T- -

NOW IS THE TIME

To have that SUIT cle med, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it) mpnm
for fall wear.
We will charge j

Mrs. Marsh. Mrs. Wood read a charming original story "The Uninvited
Guest" followed by a quaint legend
translated from the French of the
12th century, entitled "My Lady's
Tumbler," by Mrs. Harroun. A discussion of Current Events followed,
which, by long established custom,
concludes each afternoon's program.
x..e next meeting will be at the residence' of Mrs. Thomas.

,

The Goldberg
PHONE

203

and Pressing Establishment

Cleaning

208 WEST

BLACK

PALAOK AVE

WOODY'S HACK LINE

THE

Prom.

'vv'if"M
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bour ds Trains.

Switzerland of America
THE VALLEY RANCH
Afamons old Spanish Land Grant
beautifully and historically situated
Ou the Pecos River 700 feet above sea
level and surrounded, by pine and
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
In the year such as no disease germ
can live in. The greatest health giving country in the world. 26 miles
east of Santa Fe.

'

Splendid trout fishing in Summer and all kinds, of hunting,
HORSKBACK
riding TKJNNIS
'
etc.

.'

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
north bound train and arries at
at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
trooa convenient
nacK aim
way.
gcod teams.
Tiling- d.caa.e to Males Fas- -'

Sanger CoisifsrtaTslo.

FARE

'

$5.00

;'.

03 and SI 2.00 per week
Dltoo $'0
Hdluu Saddle Horsas, $1.50 per day or
$5.00 per week.
for Ulu trated pamphlet
Writatcdty
and all lnformticn

i.

F. MILLER Egr. Valley

FanchH.

M.

mMWm

In Honor of Mrs. Spiess.
"Mrs. Charles A. Spiess of Las

SPANISH LESSONS
I idividual or Class Lessous
IN GRAMMAR

RAYMOND

HAACKE

Care New Mexican
NOTARYPUBLTC

If You want the latest flung in

a Moda Millinery

Tie

OF INTEREST TO LADIES
Have also jast received a fall Hue of
it RnVfll" FLOSSES & EMBROIDERY SILKS
iluJai and all kinds of ART EMBROIL).
ERIE and NOVELTIES. : : :

Girl

Ve-

gas, was the guest of honor at a most
delightful whist party given
day afternoon by Mrs. M. R. Mendle-TaoI
son at her home on South Fourth
street Larse yellow chysanthemums
were used for decorating and dainty
Japanese place cards of yellow were
most effectively used. A prize was
awarded to one at each table making
the highest score and ran as follows:
Mrs. A. R. Streicher, Japanese vase;
Mrs. Chas. Candusky, a beautiful picture; Mrs. D. G. Dwyer, a dainty hanging flower vase; and Mrs. J. Van Houten, a beautiful potted plant. Mrs.
Spiess was presented with a handsome
guest prize. Among those present
were Mrs. Spiess, Mrs. A. C. Price,
Mrs. E. E. Studley, Mrs. B. Sherrod,
Mrs. J. J. Shuler, Mrs. W. Kegel, Mrs.
M. M. Dawson, Mrs. A. R. Streicher,
Mrs. Chas. Sandusky. Mrs. G. J. Pace,
Mrs. Clara 'Schroeder,. Mrs. A. L.
Hobbs, Mrs. D. B. Dyer, Mrs. J. Van
Houten, Mrs. E. J. Dedman and Mrs.
W. A. Chapman.
"Mrs
E. E. Studley was .the charming hostess at a ' morning bridge
and
luncheon given Saturday morning in
honor of Mrs. Charles Spiess of Las
Vegas. The color scheme was carried
throughout in violet, a touch of the
dainty color here and there being
found throughout the rooms. Dainty

Question

s

NEW GOODS ARRIVING EVERY DAY
Phone Black 78

'

TIES

Call at the

PRESENTS

i

I

m

Catron Block.

With
JOHN L. KEARNEY
and
DOROTHY MAYNARD

r,1ttiJBMI!aTO

As S3cn

379
10
,

,

i

Coasecutive

Performances
in Chicago

SONG HITS

10

f. C. YONTZ

BATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

I

mgJ! Goods

H

Right

MEXICAN FILIGREE

servic.

J

;WELRY

yM Tesfed an"
FWed

Up

a-

g

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco 8t.

SANTA FE, N.

M

WONDERFUL SCENIC
AND ELECTRICAL

EFFECTS

HUBBS LAUNDRY COMPANY

RESERVED SEAT SALE
Opens Thursday, Nov. 11.

Dress circle and Parquet
First three rows Balcony
Balance Balcony
Box seats'

. . .
. .

$1.50
1.00
75

2.00

- H

"OUR WORK IS BEST"
Our Specialty Good Work and Prompt Service:
W. H lUr'rJAet Santa Pe
Pnone 122 Rd

9
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PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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I

DO

m.

U
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a.
a.
13 3o a.
1J 5i) a.
II 05 a
11 2J a.
11 4' a.

in.

12
12

vlilrts From
l)e Moines
0

I

m.
in
m
m
m
20 p. m.
45 p. m.

11
18

K
25
81

U

s

t t
A

i
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N

Lv. Des Moines,
" Kumaldo.

"
"

Redman

Miles From
Katcn

.

:

M.

"

"

" i'apulln
Visit
"
Thompson
,T
"
"
" Uanningiiam
Oitfton House Junction
Vrr.
1Tnv v u
Lv.
" Clifton House Junction
"
"
" Preston
"
" Koehter
"
" Koehler J not.
" Uolfax
"
" Oerrososo
"
Arr.
nrfRRriN B. M.

Arr,

Lv.
"

"

"

"
"

49
46
88
82
29

U
18

.7

No 2
DAILY
6 30

p.m.
m.

5 16 p.
4 56
4 35
4 25
8 56
8 30
2 55

p.
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

m.
m

m.
m.
m.
m.
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Palace.
Meyer L. Lewis. William Abrams,
New York; L. A. Bland, Kansas City:
Albert Morris, Albuquerque;
F. A.
Sullivan, Denver; E. G. Settle, Chicago; R. X. Richardson, Quincy, HI.;
Edward Morrell, Philadelphia.
Claire.
E. Meyers,
L. C,.
Albuquerque;
Shanklin, St. Louis; P. Spencer, Guthrie. Okla.; F. S. Schott, St. Louis:
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Forward, Rochester, X. Y.; Charles C. Weith, Ardmore.
Okla.; .1. C. Kelley, St. Louis; J. B.
Manby, Trinidad.
Coronado.
R. L. Robertson, City; Paul L. Alfred, Thomas Sampson, Shawnee, Oklahoma; V. Walkup. Moriarty.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

13,

1909.

particular needs of the crops pur into
the ground is as essential to successful farming as it is in the
production
of anything else. Added to tw
,,lc auiinv l0 niarket the
products in the proper way and at the
right time.

Every woman covets a shapely figure, and many of them
deplore the loss of their girlish forms after marriage.
The bearing of children is
often destructive to the
mother's shapeliness. All of this can be avoided by the use of
Mother's Friend before baby comes, as this liniment prepares the
body for the strain upon it, and preserves the symmetry of her form.
Mother's Friend makes the danger of child-birless, and carries her
safely through this critical T

"We believe it is generallv conceded by men who know all about
farming
that the open country is not the soli."

th

fully tell of the benefit and
relief derived from the use
of this remedv Sold 00hf ,,rugt8
bottle.
8t$l per
Book mailed free to all expectant mothers.
HE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.
Atlanta. Ga.

I

tion of the overcrowded city the out
of work problem. These men tell us
that the poor and ignorant cannot be
turned into farmers by the mere process of placing them on farms, and
that unless they have been instructed
in some branch
of agriculture and
have become thoroughly interested in
the work they are worse off inthe country than in the thronsed city.
"There have been manv men and
wmen who have succeeded in farm
ing and horticulture, starting without
previous knowledge on the subjects,
but as a general rule the
experience
of a large per centage has been
costlv
before they achieved success. I
could
cite numerous instances of successes
in the northwest and other
parts of

vation, in tne face of this grave danger, and legislation must be enacted
50
MONKEYS CANNOT THINK.
W. C. T. U. NOTES.
that will protect them. When a state
it4 4616 p. la,
11 06 a' m
p in.
goes
dry, it should be allowed to keep
68
1115
a.m. Psychologist Practice on Simians to
55p.m.
IS 60 p. ra.
68
tlfl 15 a. m.
dry."
Prove Theories Will Kill
"
77
9 43 a. m.
8 15 p. m.
"THE KNOX BILL."
This from the President cf the Uni6 35 p.m.
Lv9 25 a.m.
His Subjects.
47
M
7 03
This bill was passed last March, ted States. So we gain a little here
7 60 a. ra.
KrT
Lv.
p.ra.
" Nast
40
50
7
N. M.
.. 10p.m.
88
Lv
a.m.
and will take effect on January 1st, and more there, and when put togeth"
" Harlan
"
7. 23 p. m.
7 25 a. m.
63
89
i ne ex- - 1910. How many of us know what er it makes
Washington, IX C, Nov.
"
" Ute Part
7 00 a. m.
7. 45 p. m.
94
59
',"
a
total. "On to the
United States, but farming at its
periments conducted by the school of this bill is? All temperance workers Washington" is mighty
the
for 1910,
slogan
Connect! with E, P. A !$ W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawton, N. psychology of George Washington uni- know what great advantage our in- and "no compromise with license." best is a more or less hazardous exversity, where eleven Indian monkeys terstate commerce laws have given The most,
M., 6:15 p. m.
pessimistic should take periment for a person without some
t Connect with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawton, N. M., have been inider observation for sev-cia- l the liquor trade, and how it has nulli- Heart and work with a will. We of-- training, and real knowledge can onlv
months, have determined con fied the police powers of the state. ten build better than we know and be obtained in the school of exneri- 1:55 a. m.
that while the monkey is su The prohibition states are forced into are amazed at the harvest reaped ence whatever the branch
clusively
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets train at Preston, N. M.
attempt- from our
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines is follows: perior to the human being, so far as a position of working at cross pur
of i ed."
scattering
"ThlO llri(rO l.r,
the lower animal faculties are concern poses with the national government seed. Let us work "while it is yet
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH SOUND.
uo ImAl.
utiuK 10 tne first
ed, he never can attain the highest All temperance organizations
have day" with us, for the night will come principle that the child should be eduNo. 8, 4:27 a. m.
No. 1, :03 a. m.
mental faculties, such as exercising been unitedly working for a remedy when we would, but cannot. It is cated along practical lines, and to
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
The main ob- for these conditions, which are a pat- not a burden, but a glorious privi- bring this about it will be
TracK connection with A. T. A S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C. judgment and reason.
necessary
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A ject of the experiments has been the ent infringement of state rights. We lege to be allowed
to be given the to make the rural school a new kind
r
had
first
"Hepburn-Dollivethe
bill j opportunity to help a little to break of institution. At the
determination of the monkey's power
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
present time the
world. schools are held to be largely responCimarron, N. M., Is depot .r the following points In New Mexico: Ocato, of memory as the basis for whatever and later the "Littlefield" bill, which the fetters from a
would
have
been
probably
sible for ineffective farming, the cen
passed had
reasoning power he may possess.
flayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park. N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
The idea of Prof. W. T. Shepard, in Speaker Cannon given it a fair chance.
It isn't so difficult to strengthen tral lack of ideals and the rapid driftof a weak Stomach if one goes at it cor - ing irom the
Lobo, charge of the work, has been to train Senator Knox (now secretary
eseco, Arroyo Hondo, Saldy, Black Lakes,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
country to cities and
his
as
bill
substia
state)
proposed
Red
ds
River
Taos
Ranches
and
the
Taos,
Questa,
City,
Twining.
monkeys carefully for several
rectly And this is true of the Heart towns. The rural schools are not rie.
tute
all
fcr
other
commerce
interstate
and Kidneys
The old fashioned wayjClining; they are simply in a state of
months, teaching them as much as he
e. J. DEDMUN, '
W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
and after a certain period to dis- temperance bills, and whiLe it is not of dosing the Stomach or stimulatin ane&iea development and have not
could,
temperance people want, or the Hart or Kidneys is
Superintendent V- - Ores, and Gen Wgr- - Gen- - Pass- - Agent continue the training and leave the what
surely wrong! kept pace with the times and the.
should
have, it is a concession and Dr.
JM- N
N.
RATON.
first pointed out this error, changed conditions of life.
M.
RATON,
RVTON, IV. M. monkeys to their own devices, permitting a
Shoop
step in the right direction an en- "Go to the weak or
them to forget.
"The chief aim of the Spokane conailing nerves of
wedge, so to speak. We copy these
tering
vention
said
he.
Each
inside
is to arouse intelligent public
organs,"
Monkeys Will Be Killed Later.
below the bill which will take effect
When a sufficient time has elapsed on
organ has its controlling or "inside sentiment to a consideration of th
1910.
January 1st,
the monkeys will be killed and their
"Sec. 236 a. Any officer, agent cr nerve.' When these nerves fail then greatest single problem now before
will
be
examined.
brains
Comparisons
l
of any railroad company, ex- those organs must surely falter. This the people of the United States.
made of the brains of monkeys that employe
truth is leading druggists every-- norance of farming and inertia ha be- or other common carcompany,
press
where to dispense and recommend Dr. j come so widespread and so
were not trained at all, of those killed rier who shall
heavy as
knowingly deliver or
at the height of their mental develop- cause to be delivered to
bhoop's Restorative. A few days will lu uubuuue a national danger. It is
person
any
the result of neglected agriculture and
ment, and of those killed after they oiher than the person to whom it has surely tell! Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
have had time to forget much of what hem consigned, nnles
the decline of farming interest.
upon written orwas taught them.
"We believe that a rural educational
der in each instance of the bona fide
MANUAL TRAINING
Prof. Shepard, who will prepare a
propaganda will not only meet with
consignee; or to any fictitious person,
FOR THE RURAL SCHOOLS. favor in the eonntrvs, distrita hut
treatise on the subject of simian psy- or to any person under a fictitious
oi3A
.h...wu wwL alOU
in the larger cities, as every good citi- he
while
that
hesitates
chology, says
name, any spirituous, vinuous, maltof Public Education
to believe monkeys ever will be able ed, fomented or other
Should
"i T..V,ls
vvuujtji uaiiKer, mercnant, prointoxicating System
Ado.it Themselves to the Industrial
to approach the high standard of men-- ' liquor of any kind, which has been
fessional man or mechanic, must be
Needs
of the Community.
interested in maintaining the growth
tality of man, still nature and nature shipped from one state, territory or
alone can improve the brain of man or dis t rict of the United States, or place
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 13. Necessity and development of our agricultural
to but subject to the of fundamentally redirecting the rural resources."
monkey, and he believes like Darwin
TO THE EAST & NORTH
mat tne numan race sprang irom a junsuiciion tnereor, cr trom any schools of the United States, to de- If you desire a clear complexion
monkey or some more highly develop- - foreign country into any state, terri- - velop them as expressive of the best
Now in effect Via
of all the social and econ take Foley's Orino Laxative for coned animal of the same species.
t tory or district of the United States
to but sub omic forces that make for the welfare stipation and liver trouble as it will
place
Experiments conducted to observe
HEW MEXICO CENTRAL
the relative intelligence of animals 3ect- to the jurisdiction thereof, shall of the communities, will be emphasiz-hav- stimulate these organs and thoroughproved conclusively the super- - be fined not more than $3,000 or im- - ed at the Country Life convention in ly cleanse your system, which is what
iority of the monkey to the dog or eat. Poisoned not' more than two years, connection with the second National every one needs in order to feel well.
or botDApple Show in Spokane, the week of Sold by all druggists.
E. P. & S. W.
Experimenter Veteran Educator.
15.
November
23G
"Sec.
b. Any railroad company,
The monkeys are now in custody of
Dr. S. I. Franz, professor of experi- - express company or ether common
Speakers,
representing various parts
A. N, BROWN
For full particuU rs,
.Wash- - carrier, or any other person who, in of the United States, will show that
at
mental
psychology
George
P.
S. W.
i. P. A.-- K,
Address
Prof. Shepard for-- connection with the transportation of everywhere there is a demand for edu- Kl Paso Texas.
ington university.
MONEY AND METALS.
merly was connected with George anv spiritous, vinous, malted, ferment- - cation which has relation to living,
New York, Nov. 13. Prime paper
Washington university, but now is ed cr otner intoxicating liquors of any also that the schools should express
president of the Columbia school of kjnd- - from one state, territory, or the daily life and that in the rural dis- - 5l-2- ; Mexican dollars 43; Call monlanguages. Before coming to Wash- - district of the United States, or place tricts they should educate by means ey nominal; Amalganted 91; Atchito but subject to the of agricultural and
New York Central 131
ington he was president of the Arkan- country life sub- son 120
sas normal school of Eureka Springs, juris3ietion thereof, into any other jects. It is believed that the farming Southern Pacific 1291-8- ;
Union PacifSteel 901-2- ;
Ark., and for vears was directnr nf state territory Or district Of the Ulli- - population is readv and willintr tn onn. ic 2013-4- ;
i26.
pfd.
states or Place
to port better schools as soon as the the
New York, Nov. 13. Lead and coppsychology at the University of Okla- but subject to the jurisdiction there- - people can be assured that the educa- - per nominally unchanged.
homa.
Silver
.
,
imu uonai system will be changed in such 50
iwiv.eu
any state, territory or district of the a way as to
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
import knowledge.
Tickling, tight Coughs, can be surely United States or place
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13. Wheat Dec
The keynote of the convention is
and quickly loosened with a prescrip- to but
105
subject to the jurisdiction that the best defense
May 104
misfortion druggists are dispensing every- thereof; shall collect the
against
Corn Dec. 591-47-purchase tune is to give every child in the counMay 60
Dr.
where
as
Shoop's Cough Remedy. price cr any part thereof, before, on,
61.
Stations in British Columbia, California, Idaho,
such
education
try
that
will
be
able
it
And it is so very different than com- or after delivery, from consignee, or
Oats Dec. 39
Mav 413-4- .
mon cough medicines. No Opium, no from any other person, or shall in to make its own living on a piece of
Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington.
Pork Jan. 22.00; May 20.50.
if
when
land,
reaches'
it
its
necessary,
Chloroform, absolutely nothing harsh any manner act as agent of the buyer
Lard Nov. 13.2530; Jan. 12.05.
or unsafe.
The tender leaves of a or seller of any such liquors for the majority. To accomplish this it is exRibs Nov. 11.25; Jan. 10.90.
the
will
be
pected
government
urged
harmless, lung healing mountainous purpose of buying or selling, or com- - .o
WOOL MARKET.
nation-wide
establish a
extension
shrub, gives the curative properties to pleting the sale thereof, saving only'
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 13. Wool, unin
some
work,
with
way
Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. Those In the actual transportation and de
changed; territory and western medileaves have the power to claim the livery of the same, shall be fined not the various states to reach the mature ums,
2426; fine mediums, 2326;'
as
well
as
person
the youth.
most distressing Cough and to soothe more than $5,000 or imprisoned for
fine,
1420.
Via
It is likely that the views of the conand heal the most sensitive bronchial not niore than two years, cr both.
LIVE STOCK.
feeci0bc- That whoever
membrane. Mothers should, for safe '
shall vention will be embodied in a memorKansas
Nov. 13. Cattle ReCity,
to Congress for the enlargement of
ty's sake alone, always demand Dr. shiI'' or caused to be shipped from ial
2,000, including 400 southerns,
ceipts
tne
one
sta,e.bureau
of education so that it will Market,
territory or district of the
Shoop's, It can with perfect freedom
steady. Native steers $4.75
become a clearing house in gathering
be given to even the youngest babies. United States, or place
8; southern steers $3.'505.25; south
to
but
to
and
the jurisdiction
subject
distributing knowledge of benefit ern cows $2.75 4; native cows heifTest it yourself and see! Sold by
thereof, cr from any foreign country to the farmers, and investigating con- - ers $2.255.75; stockers and
s
Stripling-BurrowCo.
feeders
into any state, territory or district of ditions, also urging it to be supported
Still in effect to all
$3.254.90; bulls $2.754.10; calves
the United States, or place
i
such a way that it will adequately
western steers $45.50; westtiguous to but subject to the juris- - represent the educational activities of $47;
points.
ern cows $34.50.
diction thereof; any package of, or the nation. In this event a
representa- Hogs
Receipts 4,000. Market
package containing any spirtous, vin- - tive delegation mav be sent to Wasli- - steady to strong.
Por farther Information mak inquiry of
Bulk sales $7.75
ous, malted, fermented or other in- ington in the interest of an appropria-toxicatinRELISHES.
8; heavy $7.958.05; packers butchP. H. McBRIDS, A?eat, or W. D. SHEA, T. P. & P. A.
liquor of any kind unless tion to accomplish these ends '
Dill Pickles.
ers $7.758.05; light $7.607.90;
Celery.
pigs
such package be so labelled on the
SOUP.
It is also purposed to launch a com- - $6.507.25; No sheep.
SANTA PR. N. M.
outside cover as to plainly show the paign
the people of the open
Chicago, 111., Nov. 13. Cattle Rename of the consignee, the nature of C0Untryurging
Consomme Italienne.
to work together, not merely ceipts, 300; market steady. Beeves
ts contents, and the quantity con-- ; with
the view toward forwarding the $3.909.25; Texas steers $3.804.85;
BOILED.
Western steers $4.257.50; stockers
than $0,000, or imprisoned not more with
Notice for Publication.
Beef, Spanish Sauce.
those
who
are
Notice for Publication.
and feeders $3.105.25; cows and heifthan two years, cr both; and such '
!IVJ "It'JuL . ers
ROAST.
v. ,.v.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
ft
tSltlUUSU
null
$2.105.75; calves $6.258.50.
Lutiiiovnca
(Homestead Entry No. 02G7.)
shall
be
forfeited to the United
liquors
K. C. Prime Au Jus,
8111.
Department of the Interior,
States
and may be seized and con- real neighborly interest and effective
Pork and Sweet Potatoes.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Department of the Interior,
demned by like proceedings as those community spirit.
ENTREES.
"We believe that the time has come
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 1. 1909.
GIVE
provided by law for the seizure and
Chicken Fricasee.
Notice is hereby given that Laura
forfeiture of property imported into when every child in America should
October 27. 1909.
Salad of Apples.
Chase Allen, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that Manuel
the United States contrary to law," be taught how to make its living on a
CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
VEGETAELES.
who, on July 15, 1908, made Home- Martinez y Lujan, of Cowsprings, X.
Under this law C. O. D. shipments piece of land, as well as the prin- LISS.ERL'T PO'SONS DEEP GLANDS
Baked
Snow Potatoes. are
Squash.
stead Entry No. 0267, for SE. 4 of M,. who, on October 11, 1904, made
forbidden; there can be no gen ciples of living," said David Brown mmum nmrcorrAIN
DESSERT.
Pay until Cured, t
of Sec. 3, and N
NE. 4 and Homestead Entry (Serial 03907) No.
SE.
eral distribution of liquor at the ter- chairman of the Country Life commit no
mox Kay orothei
Mince Pie.
Lemon iPe. minal of the interstate
which
tee,
has
of
conven
the
SW.
NE.
of Section 10, Town- 8111, for southwest quarter, (SW
charge
win die. An island
route, no con- Fruit Pudding, Brandy Sauce.
plant makes the cure.
traband shipments to fictitious names, tion. "This necessity is becoming ABSOLUTE
ship 16 N. Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri- Section 3, Township 14 N., Range 11 Tea,
Coffee
milk and in this way it will afford some more apparent every day. The entire A Tumor, GUARANTEE.
dian, has filed notice of intention to E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
Lump or
Dinner
35c.
country is alive with educational ac Sore on thesixlip, face or
make final commutation proof, to es- of intention to make final five year
reuei to ary states.
anywhere
In the section of intemperance con- tivity, and, while this may be good, '"Canmr. THEY months
tablish claim to the land above de- proof, to establish claim to the land
NEVER
A CARD
until last stase.
it needs to be directed and correlated, PAIN
tained in the "Special
scribed, before Register or Receiver, above described .before the Register
130 PAGE
BOOK sent
This is to certify that all druggists the President of the Message from so that all
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at San
agencies will be more or free with testimonials of
United States
are authorized to refund your money if
SUSSES! mn4
transmitting the report of the Coun- less federated.
Mexico, on the 4th day of December, ta Fe, New Mexico, on the 8th day of
TO Turn
and
fails
to
Tar
Foley's
cure
Honey
Life
"None
of
Commission"
sources
in
the
of
try
issued
J909.
profit
February
December, 1909.
ANUIIMP
IN WOMAN'S BREAST
your cough or cold.
It stops the 1909, we find the following statement: which there is opportunity in the New
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
ana
vnnucn,
ir
it will always poiheals
the
and
cough,
lungs
"Certain states have recently adopt- England,
prevents
i.:n ..:fi..
eastern, middlewestern, son deen cinnrJo in neglected
tt..n.n:i
Chas. A. Siringo, Geo. S. Tweedy,
Juan Martinez, Luis Martinez, Jose serious results from
a cold, prevents ed prohibitory
Address
DR.
S.
& CO.
CHAMLEY
R.
regulations, but liquor southern and northwestern states if
Mrs. Minnie H. Byrd, Mrs. Katherine Maria Apodaca, Jose Angel, all of CowMrat suoccssful Cancer specialists living."
Conpneumonia and consumption.
is shipped into dry
from ad- open at once to the man or woman
Patterson, of Santa Fe, N. M.
I OS ANfiFI Fs rn
springs, New Mexico.
747
tains no opiates. The genuine is in joining states, and territory
S. Main
the evi,l is there; who has never had any experience In KINDLYSENOTO
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
SOMEONE WITH CANCER
a yellow package. Refuse substitutes by often increased.
Dry territories farming and other forms of agriculture
Register.
Sold by all druggists.
Register.
... .,,
must rouse themselves to
"M"
Knowledge of processes, soils and the
I
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1909.
DOING A BIG WORK
IN A BIG WAY.

Over One Hundred Men Are Employed on the Arroyo Hondo Dam
Construction.
A

visit to the proposed Arroyo

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. il.

r

will be well done.
The hoppers will have a capacity of
C50 cubic yards a day, and it will
not take long, therefore, before the
Arroyo Hondo is dammed and that a
large lake will fill the natural reservoir site. Its completion will mean
much to Santa Fe and its business interests. Even the construction work
itself means the expenditure of almost
$10,000 each month among local busi-nes-

houses.
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Cathedral Church.
Sunday after Pente'
cost, November 14,' 1909.
First mass at 7 o'clock a. m.
Second ma-- s at 9:30 a. m. Sermon
in English.
Third mass at 10:30 a. m. Sermon
Twenty-fourt-

in.

h

Spanish.
4 o'clock p. m., Vespers and

At
ary.

Ros-

St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school at 9 : 45 a. m.
Preaching at 11 a. m. Theme:

Senior League at 6:45 p. m.
Preaching at 7:30 p. m. Theme:
"The Natural Man's Religion."
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening
at 7:20.
A cordial invitation to everyone.

STATISTICS
CENSUS.

Director Durand Adopts the Suggestion of Colonel R. E. Twitchell
and Senator Hooker.
13.

One year ago last

I

IN

Superintendent.

Fe. N. M., Nov. 3, 1909.

SEALED PROPOSALS.
Sealed proposals will be received hv
the Hoard of County Commissioners of
Torrance county. New Mexico, at the
office of the Probate Clerk, Estancia.
Torrance county, New Mexico, up to
12 o'clock noon, the 20th
day of December. 1909, for the construction of a
county court house at Estancia. Plans
and specifications can be seen at the
office of the I. II. & W. M. Rapp Co.,
Architects, Santa Fe. New Mexico,
and Trinidad, Colorado; also at the
office of the Probate Clerk, Estancia,
New Mexico. Bids will be addressed
to Ed. W. Roberson, Probate Clerk,
Estancia. New Mexico.
The right to reject any or all bids
reserved.
ED. W. ROBERSON,
Clerk, Board of County Commissioners
Torrance County, New Mexico.

IDAHO.

Homesteader Cannot

Sell Timber
From His Claim and Then
,
Relinquish.

Spokane, Wash., Nov. 13. Lumber
mill and mine operators in Spokane
look upon the decision of the federal
court for northern Idaho in its new
ruling on mine timber as the most
that has been handed down
in years. The court found the Busker
Hill anpd Sullivan Mining Company
NO CASE ON RECORD.
guilty of wilful trespass and gave judgThere is no case on record of a
ment to the government for $3,3,98. W. cough cr cold resulting in
pneumonia
'
.
r
m.r .viessenger,
a inomesieau i entryman or consumption after
Foley's Honey
of Kellogg, Idaho, sold that amount and Tar has been
taken, as it will
of timber from his claim and then re- - stop your coimh and break up
your
linquinshed. The court ruled that the cold quickly. Refuse any but the
cannot hide behind the'uine Foley's Honey and Tar in a
of 187S and remove timber off low package. Contains no opiates and
the land, even after a mining claim is safe and sure. Sold by all drug
has been located on land subsequent gists.
to homestead filing. It was held that
while the law in question permitted
In the matter of the estate of Carothe removal of timber from mining line M. McKenzie. deceased.
land for mining purposes it cannot be
Notice is hereby given that the third
construed to cover the removal of tim- day of January, 1910, at 10 o'clock in
ber from land taken as a homestead. the forenoon of said day. at the office
There are scores of similar cases in of the probate judge of Santa Fe counIdaho and other states in the north ty, is the time and
place fixed for the
west.
hearing on the final report of Hortense
McKenzie, administratrix, of said esyel-statu-

j

-

k

are:

Fred A. Elliott, St. Louis,

thirty-si- x
April I be-

gan taking Cascarets for constipation. In
the course of a week I noticed the piles
began to disappear and at the end ot six
weeks they did not trouble me 'at all.
Cascarets have done wonders for nie. I
am entirely cured and feel like a new
George itryaer, jNapoieon, U.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold In bulls. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
euro or your money back.
820

Mo.,

K

St. Louis, Mo.,

1:

FOR SALE.
One matched team of horses, gentl.?.
broke to saddle and harness, also new
double harness and spring wagon. Apply to Thomas B. Cable.

shares.
Tames
sh:rpS- -

Barry,,

Daniel Ilogan

St. Louis

Mo.,

shares.

Clemens H. Chuse, St. Louis, Mo.,

r,

Emil Sunkel,

2

shares.

St.

Louis,

shares.
Tillie

A.

share.
Fifth:

,

Fezler,

St.

Mo.,

Louis, Mo.,

1

The Board of Directors shall
consist of three shareholders, and the
names of those agreed on for the first
years are: Fred A. Elliott, James
Barry and Tillie A. Fezler.
Sixth. The Corporation shall continue for a term of fifty (50) years.
Seventh: That the corporation i?
formed for the following purposes: To
manufacture, purchase, sell, install
and deal in generally heating, cooling,
ventilating, draining, plumbing and
lighting apparatus, machinery, implements and fixtures and all apparatus,
machinery, implements and fixtures
used in the heating, cooling, ventilating, draining, plumbing. lighting and
sanitation of buildings of every description and to do a general engineering business in connection with such

SALESMEN WANTED - Best sell-in.line calendars, leather goods, bankers' .supplies and advertising novelties
on market.
Special features mean
best business. Liberal contract and exclusive territory for good men. Bankers Supply Co., Iowa City. Iowa.

day of May,

and

A. D.

(Seal.)

JNO. E. SWANGER.
.
Secretary of State.
Endorted.
Foreign.
No. 0141.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 0, Page 15,

Gold-Coppe-

'4CW Tjl4M

I

-

-

r

!

Nineteen Hundied

Six.

Certified Copy of Articles of IncorporIn Testimony Whereof, we have ation of Eliott & Barry Engineering
hereunto set our hands this 27th day Company. Filed in office of Secretary
of New Mexico. Oct. 4, 1909, 2 p. m.
of April, 1900.
FRED A. ELLIOTT,
NATHAN JAFFA,
JAMES BARRY,
Secretary.
DANIEL HOGAN.
Compared C. F. K. to O.
Certificate of Comparison.
CLEMENS H. CHUSE,
EMIL SUNKEL.
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of the Secretary.
TILLIE A. FEZLER.
State of Missouri, City of St. Louis,
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the Terss:
ritory of New Mexico, do hereby certitate.
On
27th
of
that there was filed for record in
bethis
1900,
fy
day
April,
VICTOR ORTEGA,
fore me personally appeared Fred A. this office at two o'clock p. m., on the
Probate Judge.
Elliott, James Barry, Daniel Hogan. fourth day of October, A. D. 1909; CerClemens H. Chuse, Emil Sunkel and tificate Designating Agent and Princinotice.
Notice is hereby given that the un- Tillie A. Fezler, to me known to be the pal Place of Business in New Mexico
dersigned is prepared to receive bids persons described in and who executed of Eliott & Barry Engineering Com::;:;:::S:::v:3
in writing for the purchase of the min- the foregoing instrument and acknowlpany, No. 6142, and also, that I have
edged that they executed the same as compared the following copy of the
ing claims of the American
per Mining and Smelting Companv their free act and deed. In Testimony same, with the original thereof now on
located at Bonanza, Santa Fe county, Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand file, and declare it to be a correct
New Mexico, and consisting of the ami affixed my notarial seal the day transcript therefrom and of the wholtj
V';:--v",afJi
r
AVIS C. HUFFMAN,
thereof.
Evelyn
mine, the Shan-- j
ft
V
&
l
f
non mine, the Santa Rosa mine, the
Notary Public,
Given under my han't and the Great
r
Brown
mine, the Manhat- City of St Louis, Missouri. Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
r
tan
mine and 160 acres Copy of Seal:
j at the
City of Santa Fe, the Capital, on
of patented land known as the "Cop- - Avis C. Huffman )
this fourth day of October, A. D. 199.
per Hill Tract." By decree of the Notary Public
)
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal.)
ccurt ordering this sale, all outstand- - St. Louis, Mo.
)
of New Mexico.
Secretary
ing or claimed alleged mortgages or
rueu aim reeoruea April 2S, tyud, at Statement of the Elliott & Barry En- deeds of trust, bonds, and notes stand
iu.iu a. in.
gineering Company.
ing as alleged liens upon said com- PAUL YOUNG JR
This association duly incorporated
are
'ol-null
and void,5
pany's property,
J'
under the laws of the State of Misand same are ordered cancelled.
falate of Missouri, City of St. Louis, souri, and
desiring to transact busi
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
ss:
in
ness
the
r
Territory of New Mexico,
Receiver American
MinI, the undersigned
Recorder of makes the following statement:
ing and Smelting Co.
weeus ior said city and. state, hereby, The name of the
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
organization is:
certify the foregoing to be a true copy Elliott & Barry Engineering Companv.
of the Articles of Incorporation of the; The location of its
Certificate of Comparison.
registered office
Elliott & Barry Engineering Company, jn New Mexico is: Care
"
of Loretto
New
of
Mexico.
Territory
V
together with the acknowledgment, Academy, Santa Fe, and the name of
Office of the Secretary.
I, Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the date of filing and recording thereof as the agent in charge of such office upon
the same remains of records in my of- - whom process
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby flee in
against the corporation
Corp. Book 32, Page 4.
may be served is: Mother Superior
certify that there was filed for recwitness my nana ana omciai seal Barbara.
ord in this office at two o'clock p. m.
on the fourth day of October, A. D. this 28th day of April, A. D. 190G.
The amount of authorized capital
PAUL YOUNG, JR.,
stock is: $30,000.00.
1909, Certified Copy of Articles of InRecorder.
The amount nf canital sctnallv is.
corporation of Elliott & Barry Engi (Seal.)
Filed
and
certificate
of
incorporation
sued and outstanding is: $30,000.00.
No.
6141, A Foreign
neering Company,
issued May 2, 1906.
The character of business to be
Corporation from the State of MisJNO. E. SWANGER,
transacted in New Mexico is: Installasouri, and also, that I have com-'Secretary of State.
tion of steam and water heating apparpared the following copy of the same
State of Missouri,
with the original thereof now on file, '
atus, plumbing and lighting equipNo. 19748.
and declare it to be a correct trans-scrir
ments and all work of excavation and
Certificate of Incorporation.'
and
of
therefrom
labor
whole
the
and fixtures used in connection
"THE GIRL QEUSTION" AT THE ELKS' THEATRE NOVEMBER 16.
WHEREAS, An Association organiz- with the above work of installation
thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great ed under the name of Elliott & Barry anri eauinment.
f
.. ..
.....
On Vido filorl ln tv,
ftpnl nf f K TnUn-.- . "lt xt,
i ico,
'
Fresh and pretty, funnv and tune- - Girl." the hnnu and lvrW
. ' " . - I Also lne installation or ventilating
"nha 1 .V.6 . ..
UKV
UI
r
ot
Artilue
Ke'
Hanta
tbe CaPitalUy
state,
&ecretary
V
apparatus, ducts and equipment.
,,
and
the new music
SaV The GM dashing
d
of 0ctober' A' D' clef.of Association or Agreement in, LV WITNESS WHEREOF, the said
Adams and Will Kough, and the music 1909.
writing, as provided by law, and has Elliott. & Barry Engineering Comnanv
be presented at the Elks theater on
in
all respects complied with the re- - with is General Office in St.
NATHAN
JAFFA,
E.
Howard.
by
are
The jokes
Joseph
November 16th, is beyond all question
Louis, Mo.,
of law governing the for-- has cansed lts name to be hereunto
New
of
(Seal)
quirements
Mexico,
Secretary
the best of the series of La Salle The- keenly witty and original, the situa State
of Missouri, Department of State niation of Private Corporations
for subscribed and its corporal seal to be
ater productions, including "The Time, tions funny, and thcugh at moments
T WH0M THBSB PRES- - ManufacturinS and Business Purposes; hfereto
The Place and the Girl." "The Urn- - there is a dramatic situation or a
affixed, and these present to be
SHALL COME:
I Cornelius
NOW, THEREFORE I JOHN E. executed by its President and Secre- pire, and a half dozen other record tenderly pathetic line, which generally
seem incongruous or bordering on the Roach, Secretary of State of the' SWANGER. Secretarv of State nf thp tnrv this first Aav nf rintnhop ioaq
breaking successes.
r
.
,
...
I .
H nr
n
tccnnrl nH
the
been
Girl
"" Uaatiap fPi
cniie ui ivussuun,I in virtue ana Dy au- - ' (corporate Seal.)
Although
Question has
meioaramauc in a musical comedy,'"
at
Seal
thereof.
hereby certify that thority of law, do hereby certify that (Signed)
running in Chicago since the 17th of they are introduced here with a tact
August, it is still playing to capacity, and deftness which only heightens luc Buueiea Vses contain a iun, true said association has, on the date here- - ELLIOTT & BARRY ENGINEERING
u
while the company which will be seen their enjoyment, as a contrast to the
mpiete copy ot Articles or Asso- - of, become a body corporate, duly or- COMPANY,
here has a cast which is in every way fun of a moment before. Anotner mer-- ' ciation filed May 2nd- - 190G and Certi- ganized, under the name of Elliott &
By FRED A. ELLIOTT, President.
its equal and in several instances its it of the play is that it is absolutely ficates of Incorporation issued thereon Barry Engineer Company, located at
Attest: JAMES BARRY, Secretary.
clean. There is not a suggestive line May 2nd. 1906. in re Elliott & Barry St. Louis and is entitled to all the
superior.
Endoresd.
The characters in "The Girl Ques- or scene in the play, and i "The Girl Engineering Company as the same ap- - rights and privilejes granted to Manu- No. 6142.
Foreign,
tion" are every day men and women Question" is a question of girls, its I'ears on file and of record in this of- facturing and Business Corporations
Cor. Rec'd Vol 6. Page 15,
who are pictured with such fidelity to rating must be A. No. 1, fcr no pret- - fice under the laws of this State for a term Statement
and
life, who are so natural and so hu- tier more youthful or merrier chorus! IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I here- - of fifty years: and that the amount of Place of Bus.Designating Agent
&
of
etc..
Elliott
Barry
I
. .
x
AT
rt
man that, they create an instant sym- WQ a Air
Il IIHTA oif u.y uauuJ unai .A3.,
am il.
me. ureai
ooclllulcu. mU v miow gins
v,,cl OrernmKlrif1
tne capital stock of said corporation is Engineering Company, in New Mexico,
pathy with an audience which makes are regally beautiful yet have no Sf al of the State of Missouri. Done Thirty Thousand Dollars.
Filed in office of Secretarv of New
them appreciative and absorbingly in- lack of animation, while the little
the City of Jefferson, this first day
IN TESTIMONY
I 'Mexico Oct 4 1909 2 pm
WHEREOF,
'
'
from
terested
the rise to the fall of broilers are childishly eager and hap- - of October, A. D., Nineteen hundred hereunto set
my hand and affix the I
NTHn'jaFFA
the curtain.
Secretary.
Like "The Time, the Place and the Wayburn staged the production.
CORNELIUS ROACH,
(Signed) .
Done at the City of Jefferson, this 2d' Compared C. F. K to O.
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WANTED Young men to learn automobile business by mail and prepare
for post ions as chauffeurs and repair
men. We make you expert in ten
weeks; assist you to secure positions.
Pay big; work pleasant; demand for
men great; reasonable; write for particulars and sample lesson. Em
Institute, Roehester, N Y.

prrposes.

-

"I have suffered with piles for
years.

San'a

Eni-neeiin-

,

Census

PBL

Religious Author's Statement.
Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury, N. C, who is the author of several books writes: "For several years
I was a icted with kidney trouble and
last winter I was suddenly stricken
with a severe pain in my kidneys and
was confined to bed eight days unable to get up without assistance. My
urine contained a thick white sediment and I passed same frequently
day and night. I commenced taking
Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the pain
gradually abated and finally ceased
and my urine became normal. I cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney Remedy." Sold by all druggists.
A

'NmrM

o'clock service.

Wash., Nov.

i

AT ALL DRUG STORES

plan will be worked out in 1910, when
the sessions will take place at Pueblo,
Colorado.

:

I

Sweetser, Ind., tried Cardui. BEe
fccu siuw mucn uaraui Has done for me.
Before I began taking Cardui
could not do a day's work. I
would work awhile and lie down.
eh11

j

l

superin-unti-

t

--"- 6"c

FEDERAL
DECISION

ff4 OS

coramis-a- t

bix months supply of beef, corned
beef,
flour, sugar, coffee and
sundry troceiies; oats, corn, bran and!
alfalf.i: clothing and miscellaneous!
dry p:uds; leather; hardware; oils)
and gi eases; butter and eggs, in ac- - j
cordaiice with specifications and con-- j
ditioi s on blank proposals, which will :
be furnished by the superintendent up on
Bids
otherwise
ipplication.
made will net be considered and the
boan reserves the right to reject any
and H bids or parts thereof.
By order of the board of peniten- t.arv ouunissioners..
J. V. RAY.NOLDS,

.xJ?"108

IMPORTANT

the

10 o'clock a. in., Dceui-)'M'j- ,
for furnishing and deliv
' the New .Mexico
penib atiary
th': sn, plies hereinafter mention' d. or
so i!::iih thereof as the board may
deem Hiffieient. Delivery of all supplies ii u.--t be as directed by the

It Will Help You
BraS& of

rigaticn for a livelihood, the capital
invested in plants and the private com
panies engaged in each state. He
added that there is an increasing pub- lie demand for statistics and other
information relative to water power,
and that the Dureau expects to develop data along this line in connection
with its census of manufactures. Officers and members of the irrigation
congress believe that a compilation
of the data requested would be of importance, and it may be that another

office of

Gold-Ccppe-

Strangers especially invited to these
services.

Spokane,

the

received

Gold-Coppe-

.

Director Durand has advised Arthur
Hooker of Spokane, secretary of the
ISth national irrigation congress that
the bureau's agricultural schedules
will call for the acreage and yield of
the various crops that are under irrigation and the total irrigated area
in the United States. However, it has
not been authorized to go so far as to
take in the enumeration of the peo
ple engaged in and depending upon lr- -

tender
ber I'd.
ering

fp A fo)
I

be

proposals

!':sia of penitentiary

Secretary of State.
Seal of Missniiri.)
KNOW ALL MKN 15 Y
THESE
PRESENTS: That we, the undersigned, desirous o! funning a corporation
under tlie laws of Missouii. and more
FOH SALE - One new lady's bieici'
particularly und.-- the provisions of
Article IX, Chaj.t. r j R. s. lsiMt. cov- Fix it Slion.
and Business
ering .Manufar-tiiniFOR RENT Two rooms. 114 JohnCompanies, h.iv, entered into ti,e folson st!'et, Mrs. Havnes.
lowing agreeini tit
First: That the mune of she ComFOR RENT OR SALE - A soo.: typepany shall be Elliott & Many
writer. J. R. Sloan.
Company.
Second: That the Corporation shail
be located in the City of St. Louis. i FOR SALE All houseiu Id furci-- ,
hire, cow, chickens, etc.. at
Missouri.
Aua
i
Third: That ihe amount of the cap- Fria St.
ital stock shall be Thirty Thousand
WANTED Position as steuograj di- $:M,'MiO) dollars, divided
into Three
Addr-M.- ,
by lady.
Hundred CJyii) shar
of the par value
care New Mexican.
of One Hundred ($Hmu dollars each:
that the same has been bona fide subscribed and the whole thereof actually' SELECT HOARD AND ROOMS
Those desiring same phone lilack M0.
paid up in lawful money of the I'nited Reasonable
terms; near Capitol.
States, and is in the custody of the
persons hereinafter named as the first
WANTED To rent a photograph
board of directors.
gallery unfurnished in town of 1,000
Fourth: That the names, places of population or over; New Mexico preresidence of the shareholders, and the ferred. Address New Mexican.
number of shares subscribed by each

Gold-Coppe-

Pastor.
First Presbyterian.
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m. Christian Endeavor at 4 p. m. Preaching
services at 11 a. m. and 5 p. m., by
Rev. C. C. Weith, pastor of First Presbyterian church of Ardmore, Okla.
Note change of hour for evening
service made necessary by reason of
Rev. Weith being obliged to leave the
city. Dr. Weith will be here for but
one Sunday and?it is desired that a;
'members and attendants of our church
be present at one or both of the
services.
Miss Cora Planish will sing at the

IN COMING

Take

1

C. F. LUCAS,

IRRIGATION

Why Suffer ?

y

CiD3.

Gold-Cop-

"First Love."

5

Seal-b-

At you one of tKe thousands of women wKo
suffer from female ailments If so, don't be discouraged, go to your druggist and get a bottle of Wine of
Larclui. On the wrapper are full directions for use.
During the last half century, Cardui has been
established m thousands of homes, as a safe
remedy
for pain which only women endure. It is reliable,
contains no harmful ingredients and can be depended on in almost any case.

Hon-

do dam, six miles south of Santa Fe, is
worth while. It is a scene of great ac-

tivity and Contractor Sten Lund is doing a bi.j work in a big way. In facr,
a glance from the brink of the canon
in which the dam is being placed,
gives the impression that the work undertaken is stupendous. Over one hundred men are now employed and the
camp itself is worthy of study for all
the men are housed and fed right on
the ground. There are big mess and
commissary tents, big bunk tents,
while another large tent serves as
stable for forty or more horses used in
hauling.. There are individual cabins
for the officers and bosses. One is impressed with the neatness, cleanliness
and santitary conditions of the camp.
The food served in the large mess tent
from a well equipped kitchen is above
the average dished out in construction
camps. The commissary tent is well
stocked and there are mountains of alfalfa and feed for the live stock. Work
is completed on the great stone crusher, a mile and a quarter above the
camp, as well as on the hopp.ers,
grinders and the automatic tramway
on which the cars will descend to pour
their contents into the structure which
when completed will form the dam.
Excavations are being made to bed
rock and a diamond drill works day
and night testing the entire ground to
which the dam will be tied and upon
which it will rest. Sten Lund, the contractor, though a young man, has had
a large experience in construction
work, an experience extending as far
south as Argentine Republic, where he
had charge of a camp of 12,000 men,
building one of the largest dams in
the world. He is a live wire, a hustler
and the moment one looks at the preliminary work already done at the
Arroyo Hondo, one is convinced that
the work will be completed and that it
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BOOTH'S
IN
FULL

These are a Baltimore Oyster Packed and Sealed
it) B iltimore, no ice, water or dirt of any kind ever
touches them and at the s ime time all the original
tlivor is reiainel, and they only cost a trifle more
than those that cone in bulk

i

I

PHONE

NO. 92.

HON. W. J. BRYAN

xxxxxx'
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IN
FULL

Quarts and Pints Cans

tion, the territorial supreme court
having set aside a stay of execution, j
Important Rehearsal
Tonight To-- ,will
be a rehear-there
at
y
night
jJUTT.?t?g
yCTFig
TX.'yftftfr
fr.!Tyy'
sal of the play "Scenes in a Union
Of Lincoln, Neb, will Lec'ure in
s Depot" at the Woman's Board of
I
Denver, Colo., Nov. 13.
Trade. Everybody who is to partici-- ;
the St. Johns Episcopal Church
V Weather forecast for New
pate is requested to be on hand!
Alexicc: Tonight partly cloudy
piomptly so as to cause no delay.
the
with local rain or snow. ColdThis week's run of pictures at Elks
er weather in south portion.
theater has been particularly pleas(it
:
Sunday generally fair.
Frice of a Eonl.
ing, the pictures being very clear and
the subjects especially fine. Complete
Call Phone No. 23 Red for the Irrv
Admission $1.00
Admission $1.00
change tonight. Don't miss it.
perial Laundry, headquarters at O. K.
Services in Presbyterian Church Tobarber chop.
morrowRev. C. C. Weith of Ardmore,
Change of pictures at Elks 'theater Okla., will be in Santa Fe only one day
tonight. The prettiest pictures we and will preach in the Presbyterian
Don't Delay Too Long Do not. be ' Hunter, Mrs. H. L.
have shown. Don't fail to go.
church tomorrow forenoon and again fcolish and wait, until the snow falls
JareciMa, Dona Marcelina.
APPLES FOR SALE In large or in the afternoon at 5 o'clock. Miss and reminds you that your shoes are
Kearney, Mr. Philip, (2).
small 'quantities. Inquire of Mrs. Vic- Cora Hannish will sing at the after- worn and need
replacing by new ones.
tory, Garcia street.
Klingla, Mr. Harry.
noon service.
Your opportunity is now. The Big
Rio Grande Railroad Raises Wages
Political
Junta Word Store of Nathan Salmon is offering
Will Hold
Lines, Mr. Chas., (2).
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad coines from Albuquerque that a meet- some
this week in the
special
bargains
Labota, Master Alberto.
has announced an increase of three ing of the. Democratic territorial cen- shoe line. There is a
stock
complete
Estevan.
Lopes,
cents an hour in the wages of its shop tral committee is to be held ..on
shoes for men,
of modern,
Alanines, Juan B.
with
to
of
employes.
next week
discuss
nesday
women and children. Just what you
Martinez, Miss Ramoncita.
Bought Castillo Property Mrs. An- William J. Bryan the status of the need and want. The prices are exactly
Melton, Mr. C. C.
finanin
what
and
the Territory,
tonio Fink has bought the modern party
and will stand comparison anyMiller, D. D.
right
brick cottage on East Palace avenue cial aid it may expect in a territorial where. Call
and examine the
Morullo, Sr., Preciliano.
early
just above the court house from ' the campaign.
choice while the
Secure
stock.
your
Montolla, Mr. Amilo.
estate of Marcos Castillo.
Ate Two Ten Dollar Bills Jose Sanshoes last. Tomorrow, Sunday at two
Montoya, Abel.
Denver
at
yesterNine Men Hurt at Gallup A work chez was arrested
the representative of the Hart,
m.,
p.
Montoya, Mrs. Bernardita.
train collided with a ccal train on the day, according to the Denver Post, for Schaffner and Marx Clothing ComMr. Juaquln.
Montoya,
dollar
ten
GalHeat on spur of the Santa Fe near
trying to pass counterfeit
of which the Bis Store is the loMr,
Mora,
pany,
Eologio.
lup and in consequence, nine bridge bills. When the officers seized San- cal representative, will be in Santa
Jesus.
Morales,
Sr.,
his
mouth,
chez he put two bills in
workers were more or less injured.
at
the Claire hotel, and will disMr. Edward.
Fe,
Morgan,
Noon Arrivals
Palace: A. L. Co- chewed them and swallowed them. He play a complete line of men's summer
Nettie, Air. Frank.
hen, Oklahoma City; W. E. Colladay, was given a hearing before Justice of and spring clothing. The line will be
Ortega, Mr. Lorenzo.
E. E. Meier, Chicago; L. Lewkowitz. the Peace J. C. Gavin.
the largest ever displayed locally and
Reed, Miss Janie.
Will Hold Annual Sale The Wo- every man who calls will have an exDenver; Walter A. Piers, Denver; D.
Ritchie, Air. Chas. G.
!
Alieh-St.
Louis.
Claire:
t. Moriarty,
man's Aid Society of the Presbyter- ceptional opportunity to pick out a
Romero, Air. Francisco Ortiz y.
aei O'Neill, Cerrilios.
ian church will hold their annual sale good suit and give his order in ad'
Roibal, J. I.
on Tuesday, November 23d. There wills vance. Nathan Salmon will be on
Will Also Lecture at Albuquerque
Saiz, Air. Francisco.
Colonel William Jennings Bryan of b the usual tables of fancy work,! hand to take care of his customers.
Sanchez, Amadeo A.
Lincoln, Nebraska, who will lecture aprons, candy, etc., and a fish pond forj
Sandoval, Miss Margarita.
at the Methodist church on Monday the children. Sale begins at three
LETTER
LIST.
... Salasar, Aliss Martina.
evening will also deliver a lecture at o'clock and at five o'clock the ladies
'
m
Trujilla, Da. Donasiana.
1....
ah...
will serve a fine supper for :i5c. Every-- j
euuuqitei que uu i utsua; evening.
List of letters remaining uncalled
Valdez, J. E.
A Year Ago Today a year ago the body invited.
for in the postofflee at Santa Fe, N.
Valdez, F. D.
sunno
day was cloudy, there being
Sunday to Be Fair The weather M., for week ending Nov. 13. 1909.
VanAntwerp, Air. J. H.
shine at all. The maximum temper- bureau insists that there is to be
Air. Jirinimo.
If not called for within two weeks
Venavides,
de15
29
ature was
and the minimum
snow tonight but promises fair weath-Airs. Alay, (3).
to the dead lettei
sent
be
will
Versteeg,
they
grees. In the afternoon there was a er tcniorrow.
Laughing skies today
Williams, Aliss Alary.
s
of refuted the prediction of yesterday,! office at Washington:
fall of snow measuring
In calling for these letters please
Airs. Anrellita.
Abeita,
an inch.
butin the mountains and to the north
state
whether "advertised" or not.
Gualumta.
Miss
Abeita,
ON
GLASS
FINE CUT
SALE
The
it. is apparent that snow fell.
':
S. B. GRIAISHAW,
Juan.
Sr..
Analla,
For eiht days only. Come and see maximum temperature yesterday was j
Postmaster.
Alia, Slsnora Prosperi Angelina.
Bowls, Nappy Sugar and Creamers, 47 degrees and the minimum 28 de-- i
Archuleta, Ser,:Jose Guadalupe.
Water Pitchers, Tumblers. Vases and grees at midnight, after which the
Baca, Miss Adel A.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
other Articles by
temperature fell another degree.
Mrs. Lena Crosby.
Baca,
i
s. spitz;
Princess
Bonnie
Rehearsal The'
i
Bradley, Mrs. Jessie.
Automobile
Connection made wit
' next rehearsal
Jeweler,
of the musical
play
'
Casais, Mr. Faustno.
line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
Porters Arrested for Larceny1-- ' Princess Bonnie will take place next
Automobile leaves Torrance for RosConnoly, Mrs. Fred.
Three Italians who had been porters Monday night at the Nusbaum resi-- j
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
on Santa Fe trains were arrested at dence promptly at 7:30. All who arej Colvin, Uarry.
Max.
Mr.
at
Cuite,
12, noon. Automobile leaves RosAlbuquerque yesterday on the charge to take part are expected to be on
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arEngle, Mr. Edward.
of larceny. Their homes were search- hand promptly and without fail. Those
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
Farmer, Miss Grace.
ed and a large number of stolen ar- who are taking part in the other home
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
Fenton, Mr. John.
ticles located.
talent entertainment will please re--!
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Garcia, Diopoldo.
port first for the Princess Bonnie reCounty Treasurer Must Go to Pen
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoGarst, Mr. Stephen Q.
Former Treasurer Storm of Yavapai hearsal and arrangements will be
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
' county, Arizona, must serve four made so they can get away in plenty
Giron, Miss Pelegrina.
manager. Automobile Line.
Herrera, Miguel.
years in the penitentiary for defalca of time for the other rehearsal.

MONDAY EVENING

GUARANTEED OYSTERS

m
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NO. 92.
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Bakery

Grocery

INTERESflNQ PRICES

B A RS GOOD

9

1

AU

N D rlY

i

SOAP

2')fj

"
PKARL WHITE
"
7
DIAMOND "(T
Every ona koowns what the Diamond

25c
'Joe

'

ti

C'

is

two-tenth-

J

1;30
-

20c

APPLES $1.75 PER BOX

No.

F. Andrews,

4.

i

j
i

M.

Blush

i

j

Where you can get anything you want, no cheap
stuff, we use only the best of everything in our
Bakery.
Phone

j

1

POTATOES
ARE NOW AT THEIR LOWEST
15 lbs. for
100 lbs for
25c
1909 Walnuts and Almonds per lb. - Winesaps, Jonathans, Northern Spy and Winter
THE ONLY BAKER i"

j

Phone

No. 4

j
j

j

J

I

ttfwwaa.'ajMaHawi'.

m
t is the Quality. Style and Fit of Our
our Patrons

atisnes

Shoes

There is nothing in a fancy or catchy name, it neither improves poor shoes nor does it detract from the merit of
of good ones.
Yet really good Shoes require no such
fantastic attachment.
-

We Continue to Sell Shoes for Men, Womsn and Cbildren as Shoes

Our Shoes Good Shoes, Best
....

iv

TlWV

i:

We handle the best makes in ths World
The latest of HNNAN & SONS Shoes

Our Household

V

Shoe

$6.00. $6.50 & $7.00
The FLORSHEIM SHOE

Goes Wrong

Anything

$3.00 $3.50 & $4.00

3

r

SECURITY SCHOOL SHOES FOR
CHILDREN

$5.50

$1.25 $2.00 $2.50 & $3.50

REGISTERED

AMERICAN GENTLEMAN SHOES

We Guarantee every hoe we tell at
Eastern Prices end Guarantee the Quality

$3.50 $4.00 $4 50 & $5.00

NATHAN S A Lf0

. FOR WOMN AMERICAN LADY SHOES

N

NEW

TMEXTOO.

n

